
PREFACE

For the understanding of that which is going to follow
_________

In our gentle France, the rule of the cane had its time.

What loud shouts came from the indignant fathers, what strident shrieks from the angry
mothers when some brutal teacher inflicted the slightest blow to their protesting children!

Certainly one sees at home, as elsewhere, fights between lovers, or to put it better it is not rare
for the male to advance his muscular superiority in conjugal discussions. But it is done
without acrimony, without hypocrisy, not in a composed and methodical way, but in sudden
and fleeting passionate impulse.

England is wed to the past. Her barbaric pomp is all about tradition. She is at the same time
civilized and superstitious. Her hypocrisy is naive as much as notorious. The ‘abstainer’ who
overtly proclaims his aversion for all fermented liqueur, and frequents restaurants and the
hotels where one only drinks water or tea, will have a hollow cane. He will have it filled at the
pharmacist’s with gin or whiskey. Then, with an ingenuous air, while going for a walk, he
will suck on the little tube that is concealed in the knob. Pharmacists can’t be missed in the
city. All sell spirits, labeled ‘medicine’ for the circumstance. When he has emptied his cane,
so that the tube no longer provides his ‘medicine’ when he sucks, the ‘abstainer’ will quickly
have it filled again. He will be intoxicated and will recite Bible verses.

The Englishman loves individual liberty. But he exercises an implacable domination over all
beings weaker than himself. Women and children are his favorite scapegoats on whom he
takes vengeance for all the disappointments of his existence, the annoyances of the poor, and
the problems of the rich. He feels a dark joy when he tortures them, the sadist's joy, whose
heart is only moved by cruelty.

One takes pleasure in the idea that the Anglo-Saxon girl enjoys an independence that
elsewhere seems incompatible with her gender. It is true up to a certain point. Because if the
‘suffragettes’ began asking for all human rights, not just the puerile honor of voting, it would
remain no less true for them, that, as a girl dependent upon her father; as a woman subject to
her husband's will, the Englishwoman is accustomed to corporal punishment. It is in England
and in America that the whip constitutes the supreme argument, much more than in Russia.

There have been many volumes written on the severities of the English education. The
national literature as well as the foreign seized this palpitating topic, either while representing
the educational point of view, or, the most notorious writers, while pruning all hypocrisy, in
order to directly describe the eroticism. The brilliant and precious Georges Meredith, whose
least publication includes nine hundred pages and instantly becomes a sensational literary
event, says somewhere in his book ‘The Egoist ‘, that the whip developed the martial or



inquisitive qualities of the great military leaders and the famous scientists of which the proud
Albion boasts

But, besides the whip, the pathological mania of the Anglo-Saxon educators found other
perverse means to break willful and impetuous character, to submit rebellious children to
correct discipline. Then again, it is not possible to delimit where constraint gives way to
depravity. Or to say it better, cruelty and sadism in the master, pleasure and suffering in the
disciple go hand in hand, as well as to the state of mind as to the body. With this certain effect
that the corrupted child in his turn becomes the corruptor. The girl, become mother, will whip
her daughters, as previously she has been whipped. The adult man will enjoy humiliating
small boys in the same ways he previously has been humiliated. Because sadistic
sophistication doesn't only consist in creating suffering of the flesh, it also causes a painful
degradation of the mind.

The English don't acknowledge any of that – they make invocations to morals, to a make-
believe exaltation of virtue, a vehement odium of vice. And maybe they are sincere! They
create unrest in adolescents, make the convenient culprits deviate from healthy and normal
temperaments toward the vices which they themselves possess.

This hypocrisy has penetrated them so thoroughly that, banishing all restraint, they flaunt their
defect publicly and don't feel any shame in their degeneration. If a perceptive stranger is
surprised and upset, they listen to him with scornful condescension, pompous in the
conviction of their superiority, and they sometimes condescend to offer arguments invented
by their subtlest sophists tending to support the purity of their intentions and the austerity of
their customs.

So in England no one thinks to take offense to see declarations in the public rags among the
innumerable announcements advertising teachers or schoolmistresses that offer, by their stern
methods, to quickly soften the most rebellious characters, to discipline the most turbulent
children. The most prudish newspapers accept these advertisements without the least
difficulty. They are written decently. That is all an Anglo-Saxon advertiser, may reasonably
require. So long as the word is respectable, what matter the fact?

English prudishness is only moved by appearance and not by reality. Since the scandal is not
public, it doesn't exist. And although everyone understands the nature of these offers of
services and knows the real effects of this taming of children that for all practical purposes
uses the same obscene molesting with which lion tamers debase the dignity of the lions, that is
not a comparison that one makes in England. There is, between all the citizens of this free
land, a tacit understanding supporting the old misguided ways. What the father endured, the
child will endure as well.

We don't believe that a book has yet appeared on this subject. Much has been written of the
whip, sometimes in excellent, simple terms, but not so far as we know, of the other forms of
physical and moral coercion so common in the English education.

At the most, in some books there are brief allusions to corset and glove discipline, to the
humiliation of small boys dressed as girls.

We have tried to create useful and pleasant reading while describing one of these mixed
schools, girls and boys together, as one may find in England. It is the hero of the adventure
who tells what he saw, what he felt during these troublesome years of his education.



If we can obtain the reader's approval, that is all we strive for. In any case he will render the
justice and sincerity that we seek.

And if reading this work merely yields a parallel between the English education and the one
found in France, our work will not have been in vain.

Because honestly the comparison is all to the advantage of our beautiful country, of healthy
and vigorous honesty.

And let's now leave the talking to the one who lived through these laborious and depressing
phases, from this education that the English exalt with their hereditary propensity to hypocrisy
and sadism.

CHAPTER ONE

I had just reached the age of ten when my father died. At that time we lived in a beautiful
house; but in a poor district in the East-End of London. It was in Shepherds Walk, close to
City-Road.

I attended parochial school assiduously and didn't have the reputation of being a bad pupil.
The teacher was very good although he demanded our respect. He was content to give his
lessons, and when he questioned or made observations, it was in brief sentences, neither
polished nor brutal. I never saw him become angry. He rarely reprimanded and hit even less.
When he resolved to do it, it was a stroke of the ruler on the fingers while passing. And he
didn't stop to comfort or to reprimand the beaten child who cried.

My father's death brought big changes. Without being rich, we had it good. My mother had
always been bored in this poor district. She was pretty, thin, distinguished and young, because



she was not quite eighteen years old when she gave birth to me. First of all we received a visit
from a gentleman who was very familiar with her and with me, although I had never seen him
before. He came every day after my father died. He sometimes took my mother on his lap,
kissed and caressed her. At those moments, they were both very flushed. She sometimes
stopped his arm and winked at me. This got him to laugh and say, “Pure silliness! What do
you want for this innocent to understand of the game of love?”

He displeased me. However, I was delighted with his visits, because he always brought some
toy or sweets, and sometimes both. He didn't even disdain playing with me. But, either thru
carelessness or purposely, he caused me to feel quite funny, ashamed and irritated, by the
manner in which he touched me while lifting me or wrestling.

I didn't go to school at all anymore.

We three rode on a very beautiful carriage harnessed with two horses that belonged to Joe
Baker (That was his name). We went to a beautiful house in the West-End on Portland Place,
that was his and where there were a number of valets and maids.

All these maids were pretty. There were some blonds, brunettes, appearing tender or tough,
but all were remarkable.

They were clothed differently than the good English usually clothed themselves, except that
they wore, following the custom, a small, flirtatious, sheer and cute canvas cap. But the rest of
their costume was rather picturesque because they all wore gaily colored silk aprons and
sleeveless dresses. And all wore very tight, creaseless glacé kidskin gloves, dyed black or
dark brown and very long going up higher than the elbow. This particularity of rich gloves
worn by ordinary working girls surprised me. My small intrigued brain endeavored to
understand this mystery. But I had to give up, until the events that I will describe solve this
secret for the reader as it was solved for me. Momentarily I merely arrived to this conclusion
that Mr. Joe Baker had to possess a massive fortune to clothe his people so sumptuously.

We left, as I descried, by carriage to our house in Shepherds Walk and, usually, it was Mr.
Baker who came to find us. Sometimes only the carriage came to take us. We ate lunch and
we dined with Mr. Baker who didn't miss an opportunity to strongly state that I had very poor
manners, without specifying anything that could help me correct them. Although always
smiling and gracious when he made these observations, his comments still confused me. I
tried to guess what I was doing wrong so as to avoid these criticisms without success. So
finally I asked him what he found incorrect in my behavior. For an answer, he exploded with
laughter; thereupon my mother became very irritated. She gave me two slaps that caused me
less pain than indignation. I cried despite that, exploding in nervous sobs, so that I was sent to
the office to finish my lunch.

A maid came to lead me there and to supervise my meal.

She was a big and strong brunette with enormous dark eyes under very arched eyebrows. Her
lips were red and thick, and she had the hint of a mustache. Her big arms stretched the black
glacé kidskin gloves without a crease. She took me by the hand. I stamped my feet and
resisted. In spite of everything she dragged me out without effort. But I was in a terrifying
crisis of anger, provoked by my mother's injustice that I had undergone for the first time.

I let myself fall to the ground and tried to kick.



The maid took me in her arms. I struggled while shouting, saying that I wanted to leave this
house, immediately. I tried to bite the maid. But we were already in the hallway. She handled
me like Mr. Baker did, but more persistently.

The sensation of the contact of the glacé glove calmed my anger instantaneously. I
immediately became docile, penetrated with an intense desire to obey this big girl, to do
everything she wanted. At that moment, I smiled at her gently.

But in the office, while watching me eat, she gathered her thick eyebrows. Then, in a rough
voice, she ordered me to stop eating bread. Truthfully, I ate a lot of it; a lot more than normal
in England, where one eats so little. I had the habit of stuffing it into me between courses, so
that I hardly touched the meal. My father had only laughed and he often said, "For my love of
bread I was a true Frenchman." That is what I repeated to the maid, who was called Betsy.

She shrugged her shoulders with disdain and answered that my father was a weak man who
had raised me badly, or more accurately, had not raised me at all, but that was going to
change.

The calmness I had felt now gave way to agitation. This contempt for my poor dear father
who I missed so much was intolerable. I exploded in rebukes to Betsy, while assuring her that
my father was a thousand times better than Mr. Baker. She silenced me roughly, and added,
“You are impertinent!”

“No!” I exclaimed. “It is you that is insolent. You should speak of my father with respect, as
suits a maid.”

She becomes pale under the insult and gave me a look so terrifying that I regretted my
imprudence. Then, having apparently regained her composure, she declared, “Don't say
anything more. Instead of chatting, you would do best to eat this beautiful rare meat. It’s
better for you than stuffing yourself with bread.”

I endeavored to leave the bread alone. But the habit was so strong that I thoughtlessly returned
to it, filling my mouth gluttonously.

“You are disgusting,” said Betsy, “a real greedy pig.”

However I had finished eating. She showed me the fruits and jams and put them back in the
cabinet without giving me any, saying that, for my impertinences, I would be deprived of
dessert. Then she sat down close to me, passed an arm around my neck and patted my face, as
if she was caressing me. I don't know if it was her arm or her glove, but the perfume that
entered my nostrils intoxicated me. She said, “Your father should have whipped you.”

I didn't answer. She asked, “Have you ever been whipped?”

“Never!”

“Fine! You are going to be. You deserve punishment.”

“Indeed!” I said while slipping away from her. “And who will whip me?”

“It will be me!”



She had already recaptured me in her powerful arms. I struggled, kicked, threatened her, tried
to bite her, to scratch her, without appearing to have any effect on her. This very robust thirty
year old woman easily mastered a week child of my age. She gave me strong slaps that
stunned me, then she put me on the ground so roughly that I almost fell she ordered,
“Unbutton yourself.”

“What?” I said, astonished.

I was going to obey her mechanically, when, in a mad rage, I started stamping my feet and
screaming. She asked. “Do you refuse to obey?”

“Certainly I refuse!… What? You are mad!”

“Fine! I will add this insult to the rest.”

In no time at all her fingers, nimble in spite of her gloves, had undone the buttons of my pants
which she drew down to my heels, Then raising my shirt she laid me across her knees and
gave me a vigorous spanking that drew howls and screams from me. But the strokes
continued to fall thick and resonant and she told me, “Shout, my young gentleman. Shout, as
much as you please! No one will come to your aid. In a little while, you will have better
reasons for you yelling, I promise you.”

In fact, when she had spanked me well, she put me back on my feet and ordered me to go
open the drawer of the credenza to get the birch rods that were stored there and bring them to
her. But instead of obeying her, as soon as she released me I ran to the most distant corner of
the room, nearly falling because of my lowered trousers, where, head to the wall, I started
crying bitterly.

“Once, twice… Don't you want to obey?”

I shuddered at her voice and, crying harder, with agonizing sobs, I went to the credenza. But
before I opened the drawer, I was overcome by rage and, crying, I ran away again to my
corner.

She rose, went to get the birch rods and, holding me by the ear, she brought back me to the
chair. She made me kneel before her, and with my head between her knees, she whipped me
for a long time in spite of my tears and supplications.

“Next time, I will whip you until you bleed, you nasty boy. That is the only thing that will
correct you.”

I screamed my denial and rolled on the floor.

She ordered me to get up. I was having none of it. Then, bending down to me, she inflicted a
caress on me that, far from calming me, irritated me more and caused me to fall into a state of
stupefaction.

She wiped my eyes, washed my face in cold water and took me back me to the lounge, where
gloomy and sad enough to die, I sat down. Neither my mother nor Mr. Baker played any
attention to me at first. It was only after a time that my mother glanced at me and said, “Look,
it seems that he was crying.”



Mr. Baker who was seated in a nearby armchair with his back to me, turned calmly. He
looked at me with an air of contempt that made my heart beat with hard strokes. He laughed
sarcastically and then expressed his opinion, “He is too proud for anyone to take care of him. I
see clearly what happened. He said something impertinent and Betsy corrected him. She has a
strong and heavy hand.”

He had a peculiar expression while speaking; it seemed to me that it was threatening. My
mother must also have interpreted it that way. Because I saw her blush and lower her head all
confused. Then, raising it, she gave Mr. Baker what seemed to be an apprehensive look. I
interpreted this peculiar expression quite well. Later it came back to me, when I was informed
of events that proved that my child's intuition was correct,

It was not without a great effort of my childish intellect that I arrived at my astonishing
deduction. I was concentrating so hard that I shuddered while hearing Mr. Baker address me
in a harsh voice, “Well! Are you dreaming? Instead of listening to me you are probably
dreaming of the blue devils! Attention, please. What I am telling you is important. I have
known your mother for a long time. She was my mistress while your father was alive.”

My mother tried to interrupt, “Oh! Joe…”

Without precisely understanding the meaning of the words, I understood that it was something
hurtful for my father and my grief exploded in convulsive sobs.

My mother was also crying. She ran to me, to take me in her arms, but I escaped them and I
spread my arms to reject her.

Mr. Baker burst into dry and strident laughter.

“Serves you right! He doesn't want you to approach him. Leave him, or I will ask Betsy to
lead you into the punishment room. As for you, young man, this is what I have to tell you: I
have decided to marry your mother. The marriage will take place next week. But I would be
ashamed to produce a big boy as badly raised as you are to my friends. Consequently, you
won't be attending the wedding. As your education has been badly disregarded and since you
could not inherit your father’s good manners, it is time to think about subduing your
rebellious character, and teach you to make your place in the world. Money doesn't matter to
me and I am quite prepared to pay a substantial sum in so laudable a goal. That is why,
beginning tomorrow, you will go to boarding school. You will be quite all right there, because
Mrs. Flagskin’s school is well run. I even dare say that it is quite an aristocratic boarding
school where one sees the heirs and the heiresses of the grandest names of United Kingdom
and the greatest fortunes of America. If you behave well and make progress, in a word, if the
mistress declares herself satisfied with your conduct, you will spend your vacations with us. I
don't believe you are a bad child. You like your mother, that is very good. Only, for your own
good, it is appropriate to break down your unruliness while there is still time. You must
eliminate your thoughts of rebellion from now on. Then it is decided, you will leave tomorrow
morning. Betsy will drive you. Let's go, give me your hand and let's be friends.”

But already, like a madman, howling with despair, crying all the tears from my body, I sprang
toward the door, wanting to leave this cursed house, thinking I could get to the street and
return on foot to the house where my beloved father had died. But, on the doorstep, I was
caught in a vigorous embrace. Thru the tears that obscured my vision, I recognized Betsy. My
child’s fists tensed in a vain struggle against the strong arms sheathed in black kidskin.



CHAPTER TWO

Mrs. Flagskin, or better to say, Lady Flagskin, because by her marriage to Lord Flagskin she
had entered into the highest nobility of England, the group that gave to the kingdom its
warriors and its most famous men of state. Lady Flagskin was from American. She had the
American beauty that is always a little grotesque, that is if the whole was good, the details
were deficient. Her eyes were too deep and too far apart; her nose was too large at the base
and stood up at the tip like the beak of a starling. She made a strong impression on me. Tall,
her speech was soft and slow with a languorous intonation suiting a yellowish blond.

When we entered, Betsy and me, we were brought into the parlor. Lady Flagskin was there in
the company of a gentleman who appeared even colder and more correct than Mr. Baker. By
his twang I judged him to be American. I was not mistaken, this was indeed correct. A quite
considerable personage in New York where he was occupied organizing anti vice leagues and
intervening assiduously in the private lives of its citizens, also making the law intervene by
his obstinacy in persuading judges to watch over the purity of customs and, by the severity of
their sentences, to make examples of anyone who deviated from propriety.

He seemed quite at ease there, as if he was at home.



As we entered, he addressed Lady Flagskin, after having fixed me with his round and cold
clear gray eyes.

“Another pupil for you?”

“Probably.”

“He seems me to have need of supervision.”

“That is my opinion.”

“Oh! For as long as we have known each other we have hardly had a difference of opinion.”

“It does us honor. Actually the world would be better for it if everyone was imbued with this
conviction that young people need morals.”

“And that only the whip can impose it on them.”

“It is true.”

This conversation, that I listened to with open mouth, did not reassure me. The whip, which I
had felt once applied by Betsy's rough hand, didn't seem to me in any way tempting, and my
behind still felt yesterday’s thrashing.

After Betsy had presented me, she held me tight in her big arms, covering my face with a
shower of kisses with an effusion that astonished me since I was seldom touched. Lady
Flagskin committed me to the care of a teaching aide who had just entered, responding to the
call of a small electric bell.

She was a short and plump woman, of an incredible mobility. Even when she didn't say
anything and remained in place, everything moved: the eyes, the nose, the lips and the bust.
And she had the gestures, to interrogate, to doubt, to hesitate, to approve. However, it was not
due to a lack of the gift of gab, as I was able to see. During the short time that it took to guide
me down the hall toward the classroom I was assigned to, she was able to tell me a number of
things. Among others that Lady Flagskin was a truly distinguished person, the classic example
of distinction. That her profession of educator was truly as an apostolate. That she certainly
had no the need to practice any profession. That, thank God! The noble Lord Flagskin had left
his wife, in lawful inheritance, an immense fortune. Then, without any transition, she asked
me if I wore a corset.

I was very astonished at the question and although the present circumstances didn't incite me
by any means to cheerfulness, the idea that I could wear a corset made me burst out laughing.

Immediately, this person who was so pleasant and talkative, changed her expression with a
suddenness that frightened me. The laughter stopped in my throat. Indeed, her quivering
nostrils, her eye full of threats, the plump little woman shook my arm roughly, making it go
here and there like the lever of a pump.

“Poor little wretch! What causes you to laugh like this! If you are not accustomed to the corset
the one that I am going to put you in will make you suffer! We will see then if you are in such
a pleasant mood.”



We had arrived at the door of the class. It was empty, because it was the time when girls and
boys in the dormitories had to wash their hands before eating. But the mistress under whose
orders I was going to study, was still there. She was an old and dried up person with flat
fibrous hair, as angular, as temperate in her gestures, as my plump and brunette leader was
round and restless.

“Mistress Stuart,” said the tubby with a gracious reverence owing the skinny. “Here is Jimmy
Sanderson, whose arrival had been announced to you. Do you want him to eat like this, or do
you want him to be dressed like the others?”

“This question!” said the other with a shrug of her skinny shoulders. “Certainly, it doesn't
make sense for him to stand out in the group. It would simply cause disorder. Didn’t the Lady
give you any instructions?”

“She forgot to and I didn’t think to ask her for the precise orders.”

“Therefore I must make the decision. Go to the store right now and get some clothes in his
size. If lunch is finished he will have to eat alone. But I don't want him mingling with the
pupils in those awful clothes. It would be a wolf in the sheepfold.”

I didn't understand everything that she wanted from me. But, more affected than I would
know how to say, I submissively followed my conductor who now led me toward the clothing
store. Little girls’ dresses hung there in quantity, high-heeled shoes were in boxes, arranged
by size on shelves. There were drawers of glacé kidskin gloves, others with petticoats,
camisoles and corsets, and also little girls’ knickers. In short, a real store.

She began with great intensity, taking my measurements. Her hands did acrobatics on me and
it tensed my nerves. I felt some uneasiness and shame. She noticed my confusion and just
laughed.

She undressed me nimbly and she complained about the cleanliness of my body although
Betsy had washed me entirely that very morning. She took me to a nearby room where there
was a bath. I was plunged into a tub and was soaped abundantly. Her touching disturbed me in
an inexpressible manner. She placed her hands mischievously and treacherously. When I
appeared white and clean enough to her, she dried me while dwelling on this operation longer
than was necessary. Then she took me back to the clothing store.

She started by dressing me in a small chemise without sleeves, like girls wear, then in very
long black filoselle stockings. After that she dressed me in girl's knickers, and a corset that
she laced with all her strength, it cut off my breathing; and the whalebones with which it was
decorated hurt me. But this physical hindrance was nothing in comparison with the shame that
I felt to be dressed up like this, so little in agreement with my sex, because, like all children of
my age, I was proud to be a boy. However, it seemed to me that this costume truly changed
me into a girl.

But my ordeal was not over.

This shame grew and became quite intolerable when she attached the corset to the stockings
with suspenders and put me in ankle boots.



They were very narrow ankle boots, very arched, with a forced curve, buttons and very high
Louis XV heels (French heels, as we say in England). They went up very high; the leather was
partially kidskin, with excessively pointed patent tips. They would have probably appeared
elegant to me and pretty if some woman or young lady had worn them, although until then I
had given very little attention to feminine feet. But when I realized that they were going to
replace my laced shoes, which were so convenient to walk and run in, they appeared
ludicrous, bizarre and ridiculous to me. I had never seen such shoes. I was ready to cry and to
laugh at the same time. And I remained there, stunned, looking at them in the teaching aid’s
hands who was prepared to put them on me. She became irritated with my inertia.

“Well! What’s come over you? When will you be finished looking at me with that silly
expression?”

“I don’t suppose you’re going to put those ankle boots on me?”

“You suppose incorrectly. I am going to put them on you immediately.”

“First, I could not walk in those heels, let alone run.”

“You will get used to them. With a little care, you will manage to walk very easily in these
heels. That will remove the exuberance from you. As for running? It is forbidden. One doesn't
run here.”

“I don't want to wear those ankle boots. I don't want you to put them on me. I won't permit it.
No! No! No!”



“Hey! What’s the matter with you? Hold out your left foot. Immediately.”

Nervously, I obeyed mechanically. She put on the ankle boot and I had to push and hit it with
small strokes on the floor to make my foot go in since it was horribly tight. She immediately
buttoned it with a hook, and I felt awful discomfort. The same operation was repeated for the
right foot. I rose and didn’t fall immediately. She rebuffed me while laughing, ordering me to
take a few steps, which I did unsteadily. My legs shook on these heels and it seemed to me
that I was standing on stilts that tended to collapse under me. It was an entirely new sensation.
The lack of security of my footing gave me a feeling of weakness which caused me to remain
dismayed.

I arrived before the big mirror that was set in front of the entry door at floor level between two
cabinets.

I had glanced there mechanically, and I remained spellbound, gazing with painful surprise at
this figure that was my reflection and that presented itself in an indistinct silhouette, because
my vision was blurred by my tears: I saw myself in girl’s kickers, my arms and shoulders
naked, with this comic and miserable corset, these ridiculous stockings and these odious and
inconvenient so ludicrously arched and rounded ankle boots.

I shuddered while feeling the mistress' hand on my shoulder. She attached shoulder straps
made of thick and rigid leather to my corset that forced me to straighten my chest. And,
leaning on me, she put her cheek against mine. I saw her amused face in the mirror, smiling,
her chubby body up against mine so tragically sad.



I would have remained like this for a long time, because all will was abolished from me, if she
had not pulled me from my contemplation.

“We have no time to lose. It is necessary for you to dress and eat a bit on the go. Because
recess has already begun and the bell will soon sound for class. You mustn’t be late on your
first day. It would be an inauspicious example.”

While speaking she led me far from the mirror and her quick hands carefully dressed me.

I was left alone, lost in my reflections. The recess had begun, she said. And I didn't hear
anything apart from the steady footsteps, the hammering of tiles under heels probably similar
to those of my troublesome ankle boots.

What was this kind of silent recess?

It seemed very little like the recesses of the good parochial school that I started missing!
There the schoolmaster stood aside, watching us without saying anything. If he spoke, it was
to reprimand, with his voice restful and always colorless, some pupil who didn't exert himself
enough in the games or didn't play at all. Because it was his custom to tell us, in the way of an
apothegm, that exercise must be violent and study calm.

I was dressed. Once again the mistress led me before the mirror. Except for my short hair, I
seemed a girl and even a pretty girl, I dare say. But this observation didn't cause me any
pleasure.

I was sad, fatally.

Still led by the teaching aide, Mrs. Eagle, I arrived in the dining hall, now empty for the past
quarter of an hour. On the immense table, whose cloth had already been removed, a napkin
was spread supporting a plate and a table setting. It was my place.

It was necessary for me to sit, to do honor to the dishes that a maid brought. The mistress
served me. I ate, although with every swallow I had the sensation that it stuck in my throat
and tried to strangle me.

I had the habit, common enough for small boys, of leaning sharply forward over my plate and
eating quickly. Here it was not possible for me. The leather shoulder straps entered my flesh
and the bones of my corset hurt me as soon as I thought about leaning. Besides my grief
removed all my appetite, and I ate unwillingly, which did not help me to eat quickly.

However the teaching aide hurried me. She cut my meat and scolded me on my laziness.

Finally, the maid served me the cheese course that I polished off more slowly, and I was
scolded again for having dropped a little butter on my white muslin dress that threatened to
fall from there on to the sky-blue silk bow with which Mrs. Eagle had decorated me.

We left the dining hall to enter the class where already the students were taking their places.
My teaching aid’s vivacity saved the situation. By hurrying me, she had succeeded in getting
me to class along with the last of them. During the short journey, I had almost fallen flat on
my face more than twenty times, thanks to my cursed heels. But she, treating me harshly and



holding me up, had pushed me, seeming to attach an enormous importance to our not arriving
after the others.

Therefore, she seemed happy although very breathless, leading me by the hand up to the chair
where the dried up Mrs. Stuart sat, who answered with a brusque nod, the deep curtsey that
the gracious and plump Mrs. Eagle made to her. She, shaking my arm roughly, whispered,
“Greet her also!”

I did as I had customarily done in parochial school before our strict professor, that is that I
sketched a sort of military salute. I raised the index finger of my right hand briskly to the
height of the place where I normally wore a cap and I let my hand fall swiftly.

There was choked laughter behind me that made me uncomfortable. But Mrs. Stuart, as if shot
from a spring, emerged and rose to the fullness of her immense height. Her menacing finger
extended, she barked,” The whole class will be punished for this lack of consideration
towards a newcomer and my friend Mrs. Eagle.”

Silence re-established by the magic of fear, Mrs. Stuart turned toward me, and slowly placing
her lorgnette on her enormous nose, as thin as the edge of a knife, she stared at me for a long
time, as if she had not seen me a short time ago when I was dressed as a boy.

After this contemplation that I believe lasted a good two minutes, and appeared to drag on
forever, she carelessly let her pretentious lorgnette fall and pronounced to my great confusion,
“I recognize Mrs. Eagle’s talent… No! My dear, it is useless to protest, you have an
extraordinary knack. I said it yesterday to Lady Flagskin and Mr. Gostik… There you are,
young man, so well fixed up that one would swear they were seeing a girl, badly raised and ill
at ease. But that will come, your salute for example. One doesn't greet like that. And your
steps are too big. That will correct itself, because of the heels. But your curtsey, that is
something else. It will be necessary to teach that to you. What is your name?”

“Jim… Jimmy.”

“James? Very well! Henceforth I will call you Alice. It is right for you to have a girl’s name,
since you wear girl’s clothes.”

At this new insult, I was not able to contain myself and I exploded in feverish sobs.

This time, in spite of the previous threat, very open and clear-cut laughter erupted behind me.
Mrs. Eagle laughed as well. And although Mrs. Stuart didn't make any noise, her long thin
nose wriggled, her thin lips twisted, and her bulging eyes remained horribly fixed. This was,
as I learned later, her way of laughing and it wasn’t at all attractive.

As for me, the shame that I felt to be called by a girl's name was so complete that I could not
feel a new shame at the same time. The laughter, Mrs. Stuart’s grimace, it was all the same to
me. I was shattered.

“Please be so kind as to take Miss Alice to her place,” said Mrs. Stuart. “There, to the vacant
desk between Miss Carrie and Miss Lizzie.”

I was led to the indicated place, and left to my own devices for my social life. This was
instantly demonstrated to be hostile. Because as the lesson continued, it was a question of



geography, my location was the aim of my schoolmates. ‘Aim’ is quite an exact expression
here. Because not only did they cast sly looks, but, also paper wads greatly smeared with
saliva rained around me. This aggression brought about a beneficial change in me. Under the
aggression my virile and combative instincts woke up. I completely forgot the feminine rags
that dishonored me.

The class was a big enough room although it only contained twenty pupils. Everyone had
their own desk, separate from his neighbor’s. In the front against the wall was a rostrum, from
which the mistress was able to supervise us all at a glance, from there a passageway separated
two rows of desks. The side for the boys where I was had eight occupied places, mine
included. Four desks were vacant. On the side for the girls, the twelve desks were all
occupied.

I watched around myself straightforward and bold, holding my head up to the sneaky storm
that didn’t thunder or make rain, when a wad of papier-mâché, more adroitly thrown that the
others, flattened on my lip. I had seen who had thrown it. In an instant I was standing, and,
raising my skirts with both hands as high as I was able, so as to not hinder my running, I
rushed toward the one who was the author of the outrage. It was a girl. But everybody was in
skirts, girls and boys. Otherwise I think I could have disregarded the aggression. But I had not
counted on my odious ankle boots. As I reached my enemy, so terrorized that she had not
thought about fleeing and was content to show her fear with pathetic screams, my heels
collapsed under me and I sprawled out flat. But not without having first seized and hung on to
the girl who I dragged off her bench in my fall. A vigorous twist of the waist got me on top. I
held her under me and gave her a few good punches on her face while she screamed, "Help!
Murderer!" with all her strength.

Mrs. Stuart’s wiry and firm arm arrived to save the girl from my terrifying embrace. The
skinny mistress, with an immediate decision, had jumped up from her chair and crossed at a
gallop the few meters that separated her from the teeming group of students that had formed,
the boys having fun, the girls stricken with fear, shouting and crying.

Mrs. Stuart pinched and twisted my ear with her stiff fingers. I released my grasp and stood
up immediately, while my enemy remained on the ground, her legs stretched out, immobile as
if I had killed her. The big sighs and the tumultuous agitation of her breast, however, provided
evidence that she was still alive. The mistress, holding me by the ear, took me back to my
chair, where I arrived sheepishly and not without having teetered on my high heels.

Having returned to me to my desk, Mrs. Stuart, her arms crossed on her chest, considered me
with hauteur, then feeling me she examined the damages caused to my clothes by the battle.
The beautiful blue silk bow was absolutely crumpled. I had split the right hand of the
beautiful glacé black kidskin glove that went up higher than the elbow on my bare arm. And
there was a tear in my short white muslin skirt. The mistress enumerated all it of a hard and
calm voice, as if she were taking an inventory.

In the same voice she noted the damages I had caused in my enemy's clothes. There the
biggest mess reigned, because I had rolled the girl on the ground vigorously. One of her
beautiful black gloves had quite reversed, the buttons pulled out, the other was cracked close
to the seam, had split, and a big roll of the flesh of her palm appeared thru the rip.

After this examination, the mistress, with great dignity, regained her chair. She announced
that the lesson was going to be suspended and that, seeing the gravity of the event, she was



going to ask Lady Flagskin to come to the class, to determine the punishment after a fast and
summary investigation had established each party’s degree of guilt.

She immediately sent one of her pupils to the director.

I didn't know what was going to follow. Deep down the consequences mattered very little to
me. My quarrelsome instinct was agitated again and I was certain that I was in the right. I
only regretted not having had the necessary time to give my enemy a greater correction, but I
promised myself that it would not cost anything to wait.

However, the deep silence that reigned in the room should have made me think. It was like a
despondency, something heavy that weighed on all these young heads, in the expectation of
serious incidents. More experienced than I, my classmates knew what was going to come.

Lady Flagskin entered the class majestically. She was accompanied by Mr. Gostick, the
austere American puritan, whose flavorless and cold eyes had already impressed me so
strongly just a little while ago. At the entry of these august visitors, all the pupils rose. I did as
well, imitating them. Mrs. Stuart descended from her chair, advanced respectfully to meet her
director.

All this pomp began to worry me. I felt a wave of apprehension that it all didn't foretell
anything good for me. I sensed that the director, this haughty Lady, did not like being
disturbed for nothing.

I was not mistaken.

First Mrs. Stuart explained the incident with enough impartiality. It was a question of the
laughter, of the paper wads. She assured that she was going to intervene, when I, in an
inopportune vivacity, took justice myself. Until then she said nothing but the truth. But she
spoiled it when she added that perhaps I had been mistaken. It was not certain that Clara
Weecock was the delinquent who had thrown the wad; she had perhaps paid for another. But,
in any case, she had paid too dearly, because I had worked away on her fiercely with hard
strokes of my fists on her face. Conclusion: I was a true savage who it was necessary to
civilize immediately, if one didn't want to attract even more serious unpleasantness.

I had in vain tempted to attract the director's gracious attention by the means used in parochial
school. That is that to get the authorization to speak with the goal of rectifying the mistress's
mistake, I rubbed my ring finger energetically against my thumb, so that, slipping and striking
the palm, it produced a loud crack. The director herself turned toward this noise, toward me
who until then she had not looked at. As I increased the speed and zeal of the signal that had
to permit me the speech of which I was so impatient, she turned around toward the mistress
and said to her calmly, “Make that stop, please.”

She didn't need to tell me. I immediately stopped, with a great weight on my heart: the feeling
of being crushed by injustice. It was so sudden that the tears sprang silently.

Lady Flagskin asked Mr. Gostick, “What do you think of this?”

He answered without hesitation, “It is necessary to whip them both.”

“That is also my opinion.”



Little Clara started uttering some cries, swearing that she had not done anything. This lie
reignited my anger. I affirmed that she was reason for everything and that I had clearly seen
her aiming at me and throwing the disgusting wad full of saliva that had struck my lips.

The director silenced us roughly. She had removed her black glacé kidskin glove and had
exposed a big very firm and very white arm, whose obvious strength had what was needed to
worry the unhappy behinds that were going to be whipped.

But Mr. Gostick intervened, “I beg of you, dear Lady, don't take this pain on yourself.”

The Lady smiled graciously, “Ah! I understand! Do you want your protégé, Miss Sinclair, to
manage the correction?”

“Please.”

“Granted. Miss Sinclair, please apply the birch to these delinquents with all the vigor of which
you are capable. Start with Miss Clara; so that this boorish Alice may see what is coming.

Miss Sinclair immediately advanced. She was a pretty girl of fifteen to sixteen years, very
thin, but with firm and full arms that announced that she was not lacking the vigor for which
Lady Flagskin had made such a glorious appeal.

I can still see today the drab eyes of the American light up. They gleamed like fire for just an
instant. A little redness colored his cheeks, fading away immediately. Probably he took
pleasure in seeing this pretty girl whipping naked behinds, but if he felt this passion, he didn't
want it to be seen.

Miss Sinclair had already seized Clara, who was screaming and begging to be treated gently,
while still protesting her innocence.

Me, lips tight, teeth grinding until they hurt, I tightened my fists, promising that I would
strangle this odious Miss Sinclair if she put a hand on me. But these ridiculous gloves they
had dressed me in stopped me from clenching my fists appropriately and I didn't feel very
powerful on these odious high heels that made me unsteady even if I stood still.

Miss Sinclair had put a hand on Clara’s shoulder who walked while sobbing in torment.

She had to lean on the big table that was close to the chair where the mistress sat. Or, to say it
better, she had to lie on it face down. With a dexterity, a skill, a moderation of gestures that
denoted experience, Miss Sinclair raised Miss Clara’s skirts whose hands were immediately
imprisoned in the long skinny and dry paws of the tall Mrs. Stuart. Then Miss Sinclair, having
pinned the skirts adroitly to the patient's shoulders, undid her knickers and lowered them to
her heels. They were strange knickers. A very tight garment that took on precisely the
contours that it covered. I had never seen anything similar. Anyway, they were knickers in
glacé black kidskin, precisely similar in material and in shade to the long gloves that we were
all obliged to wear. Miss Clara’s behind was white, very chubby; it was, I believed, a very
pretty behind, and although, until now, I had never thought about attaching any importance to
girls’ behinds, I didn't fail to be moved, without anything else to think about, I tried to
understand the reasons for this bizarre emotion. I didn't feel any fear. It wouldn’t be long in
coming.



Miss Sinclair removed her long gloves slowly and suspended them calmly on the front of the
chair, assiduous and attentive work that was immediately rewarded by a smile from the
correct Mr. Gostik, a smile that, to tell the truth, was a very awful grimace, or it appeared as
such.

The director asked Clara, “Well! Miss, do you feel shame exposing your behind stark naked
in front of the whole class? Do you repent your guilty carelessness?

“Mercy, Milady, I beg you.”

“Will you again throw wads of paper impregnated with your saliva?”

“Milady… I assure you… I didn't throw any. The little boy was mistaken.”

“You see!” said the director addressing Miss Sinclair, “she is incorrigible. So punish her well
for her lie, as much as for her wrongdoing. Don't be easy on her.”

Clara let out a whimper, muffled by the skirts that covered her head. A spasmodic shudder ran
over her small buttocks that jiggled, agitated by anguish.

Miss Sinclair didn't seem to be in a rush to begin the execution. However she gave signs of an
animation that showed her pleasure. Her beautiful black eyes glittered. Her pretty half-opened
mouth revealed her small white and very orderly teeth. She passed a pink and pointed tongue
over her crimson lips, besides, like a glutton in the presence of her favorite dish she had
straightened up her proud and mischievous head, so heavily helmeted with yellowish blond
hair with metallic reflections.



She left with her calm steps, a true queen's gait, toward the cabinet positioned against the wall
between two geographical maps. Ah! Miss Sinclair’s high heels didn't hinder her. She glided
thereon as if she was not wearing shoes at all. And her rhythmic steps didn’t make a sound.

She opened a drawer in the big cabinet and she looked there inquisitively.

Finally she took a birch from it that she weighed in her hand, and, full of contempt, with a
meaningful shrug, she put it back where she had found it. Her hand searched again, brought
fourth another whip, a terrifying instrument which appeared to be a shaggy, long birch and
that ended in a menacing steel tip.

All this slowness, these preparations, had pushed the one who was going to be flogged to
paroxysms of anguish. It could be seen in the contortions of her naked behind, exposed to the
sight of the whole class. It stretched out as if to meet the unavoidable birch, went back as to
avoid it, contorted itself as if bitten by the one thousand needles of the flogging, thrashed
about with all its ardor as if the smarting pain had already penetrated it. In short, it was quite a
moving mute oratory. And, in fact, the girls and boys in the class held their breath. But I was
the most nervous of all of them, without exception. More nervous perhaps that the poor girl
who waited for the first stroke. Because I knew that soon my turn was going to come. And in
this waiting, in the more and more intense anguish by which I was invaded, my beautiful
courage slowly dissolved. I felt that one would not even need to hold my hands I was so at the
mercy of the beautiful Miss Stella Sinclair, whose serenity seemed to me to be miraculous. I
was dumfounded, that is the word. A miracle could have occurred and I would not have been
any more astonished. With this birch that she waved like a warrior, this blond girl appeared to
me to be equally as dangerous as a malevolent deity. She was indeed a demon, this touching
beauty. I am going to give my account of her. From first the sight, thru the sensation.

She got behind her victim, whom she asked adorably in a crystalline voice and that vibrated
with sweetness, “Are you ready?”

“Yes! Yes!” was the answer in a brief and jerky voice, strangled by impatience and a deadly
anguish.

But although Clara was ready, Stella was not, and I understood that her question was simply
to warn the another one that it really was going to begin, and cunningly to increase, by the
new notion of the imminence of the torment, this anguish that could have, after this long wait,
become somewhat dulled. The quivering wriggling of the naked bottom demonstrated that the
astute Stella’s goal was achieved.

She advanced, moved back, spread the arm armed with the birch, advanced again. Evidently it
was to calculate the distance. But she took a lot more time than was necessary. That was
certainly poor Clara’s opinion, because she exclaimed, “For the love of God, begin. It should
already be finished.”

This naive complaint missed its effect. Stella lost the pose that she had so painfully
established. And, in a grumbling voice, she declared, “You don't have any orders to give me,
Miss. It is not yours to give the signal. And since I have been put me in charge of whipping
you, it is quite natural that I want to do it conscientiously. What do you have say about that?”

“Nothing! Nothing!” moaned the poor wretch. “But please, I beg you, don't linger anymore,
let it be finished as quickly as possible. Oh! I wish it was already done!”



“I understand,” said the treacherous Stella with her bewitching voice. “All the more so you
will be well whipped, I promise you; I feel in good disposition today, and with unaccustomed
vigor. I am even a little nervous, and I am anxious to thank our dear director the gracious
Lady, for having entrusted me with this task of correcting you. I must show myself worthy of
her confidence, I dare to assure it.”

“Oh! Oh!” said Clara.

“It is intolerable at the end,” said Miss Sinclair. “Yes or no, are you going to say nothing?
And you would do well not to move your impertinent behind so indecently. Hold yourself still
or I will pull all the skin from you and will make the blood stream until it flows to your
heels.”

“Grace! Mercy!” moaned the poor wretch.

But her prayer ended in a big scream. The torment had begun.

Ah! The infernal birches, as they hissed and bent under the flexible and vigorous impetus of
the frail wrist of the switcher! I would never have imagined this small girl could have had so
much force. Probably it was only my imagination. If I had only been in pants with my good
shoes laced on my feet, instead of these high-heeled shoes with their unsteady balance, one
could have put me face-to-face with Miss Sinclair, I would have boxed her properly, I would
have shown her what a good boy could do when a girl wants to bother him. But, as I was
dressed and after all the trials I had just experienced in the last forty-eight hours, it is not
astonishing that my mind was affected. Since, as one knows, the state of the mind acts on the
physical, I felt quite weak and my behind was smarting again from the whipping that Betsy
had given me the day before. By a phenomenon of double bizarre view, while looking at Miss
Sinclair operate on the behind of the unhappy Clara, I evoked the powerful maid. The little
girl's white arm changed, it was Betsy's big arm that I saw, the big firm arm, sheathed in black
glacé kidskin on which my contorted fist slipped. The vision was so real that I didn't think
about Clara anymore. It was I who received the strokes, I who shouted, implored.

Alas! What was now a nasty nightmare was going to become in a little while a horrible
reality.

I heard, as in a dream, the awful hiss of the birches that were tirelessly handled one-handed,
by the alert and pretty Miss Sinclair. I heard the sobs, the screams, the victim's supplications,
her protestations of better conduct in the future. She confessed to having thrown the wad and
she accused her neighbor of having instigated this blameworthy act.

Then she said that it was not, that she didn't want to accuse anyone, that it was her own choice
to commit this infamy. With an agonizing wail, she screamed, implored pardon and mercy,
declaring that she felt she was dying, that no-one had been whipped as badly as her. She
promised not to do it again, implored Lady Flagskin to intervene to make the thrashing end;
then she implored Mr. Gostick to intercede with Lady so that she might have mercy and grant
her forgiveness.

She could not have failed more badly. Because if I was moved too much, at this moment, to
give my account of it right away, my later observations proved to me that Mr. Gostick took
the greatest pleasure in seeing a behind whipped by the good Miss Sinclair and that, far from
interceding so that the torment would end, he would have wished on the contrary that it



continue, so fond was he of this kind of spectacle, which will appear again more clearly
during the events that I will describe in due course, because I don't want to anticipate them.

No one answered the victim's supplications. Lady Flagskin, always impeccable in the haughty
dignity of a woman of the world, of a rich American, assumed poses penchées while speaking
to Mr. Gostick who answered her in the same tone. But he didn't stop looking at the gracious
movement of the frail white arm that handled the birches with so much vigor and dexterity,
exactly as if she had been beating a fan.

Finally, on a furious stroke to which was answered immediately by a desperate scream, the
torment ended.

The unhappy Clara, slipped to her knees and cried, her head in her hands, very close to the
table where she had been whipped. But no one took care of her. On the other hand, Miss
Sinclair was very popular. The director inquired obligingly, “You are not too tired?”

“Not in the least dear Lady.”

“What vigor! What skill!” exclaimed Mr. Gostick. “Allow me to congratulate you with all my
heart, dear adorable Miss. But indeed… No fatigue?”

“No!”

“I fear that you are not in a state to carry out the second flogging. It is after all a boy's behind,
you understand. If you don't apply the whip roughly, he will only laugh.

“Be calm, dear Lady, I will make him scream.”

On this assurance which was so interesting to me, Mr. Gostick’s enthusiasm knew no bounds.
It was with a lyric voice tone penetrated with admiration that he suggested, “At least rest for a
moment, dear Miss, and take a cordial.”

“I am willing!” replied Miss Stella in her more charming voice.

The small electric bell called a maid who took an order. Soon she came back with a bottle,
three glasses and biscuits. Miss Sinclair, served first by the officious Mr. Gostick, sipped the
old port wine with the expression of a cat eating something with great pleasure and nibbled
some cakes with perfect refinement. The two other glasses were for the American and the
director. Mrs. Stuart was not invited. Scowling, she was held aside and she could do as we
did, that is watch.

But the wine, the cakes, old or delicate as they could be, were at the moment the least of my
worries.

The affirmation of Miss Sinclair had radically increased my troubles; I didn't doubt that she
would keep her word and that she would know how to make me scream.

It was this idea that I clung to. I didn't think any more about resisting. But I promised myself
that at the least I would not utter a scream. By my disdain I was going to affirm the endurance
of my sex. One would see that a small boy had the better tempered character, or else a harder
behind, that a simple small girl.



However, Miss Sinclair had interrupted her drink to order the tearful Clara to go get on the
knees next to the chair, her skirts still raised, her knickers still down, showing the whole class
her tumid bottom where the fine branches of the birch had traced a maze of livid pink furrows
that little by little turned to dark purple.

The poor wretch obeyed sobbing heartbroken. And, with a sophistication of cruelty, the pretty
Miss went to the cabinet and got a mirror that she put on the ground behind Clara, ordering
her to look there at the pathetic state of her buttocks. Which immediately had the effect of
causing a new explosion of pain.

However, No one attended to me. It seemed that they had forgotten me completely. But I
caught the sly looks of the other pupils here and there. There were some who fixed me with
compassionate eyes, but most seemed simply curious, with a bit of cruel contentment.

Finally, Miss Sinclair, the director and Mr. Gostick simultaneously put their empty glasses on
the tray; they rubbed their hands to remove the last crumbs from the cakes that they had
touched.

Miss Sinclair looked at me, raised a finger and waived at me to come. Her gesture ended
imperiously. I shuddered and I believe that I became horribly pale. It didn't even occur to me
to disobey. Wobbling on my odious Louis XV heels, my much too compressed and tormented
foot in the horrible arch and the ridiculous curve, I approached the execution table. The pretty
Stella only had to make a sign so that, submissively, I took a position there like Clara had a
little while ago; that is that I lay down with my head forward and extended my arms. Mrs.
Stuart immediately held my wrists, and foreseeing possible resistance, she surrounded them
with a handkerchief in which she made a knot. I felt my second hand skirts rise up under the
nimble hand, surrounding my head with muslin. My knickers was released, slipped along my
stupid black stockings down to the dishonorable arched ankle boots, and an unpleasant chill
proved to me that my naked buttocks were entertaining the class. An inexpressible sense of
shame gripped me. I had a heavy heart from this irretrievable degradation.

Then I experienced the terrifying agony of waiting the same way the wretched Clara had.
Because, I also, during a lapse of time that appeared interminable to me, had to wait on the
pleasure of the pretty and imperious Miss Sinclair. As she had done for her first victim, she
warned me in her harmonious and insinuating voice that, through the muslin with which my
head was covered, came to me more stridently than a fanfare. And this warning returned me
to all the acuteness of an anguish that, because of my long wait, had been decreasing. When
again I began to accustom myself to the fear, the first stroke reached me across my buttocks,
and all my beautiful resolutions left in smoke, because I started shouting with all the strength
of my throat and imploring with the most perfect abjectness.

But nothing answered my complaint, other than the terrifying hiss of the birches, rustling like
a nest of vipers.

Ah! The atrocious suffering and, as she made me feel more pain than humiliation, I cried, I
shouted, I screamed, I sobbed. I promised docility and patience. I affirmed that not only
would I not be angry again for an inauspicious wad of paper moistened with saliva, but that
one could spit in my face without annoying me. The thrashing continued pitilessly. I gave big
thrusts with my neck, tensed my waist, but Mrs. Stuart’s handkerchief served to resist all my
efforts.



Finally, Miss Sinclair stopped whipping. I had to get on my knees on the other side of the
table next to Clara. The mirror by the table showed my behind covered with blood. I was not
allowed to leave there until the end of class, during that time all the pupils could ridicule my
poor bottom which was in such bad shape.

CHAPTER THREE

Along with the clothes, I assumed more and more feminine behavior. To such an extent that
during recess, when a mistress allowed us to play one of the games that small girls
customarily play, if we played ball, and I happened to miss it, instinctively I separated my
legs to catch the ball in my dress, in contrast with the habit of boys who tighten their legs
together so that the ball cannot pass between them… I became accustomed to high heels. I
walked with small circumspect steps, waddling my hips.

Lady Flagskin complimented me on my good posture and on the care that I took in my attire.
But she was not as satisfied with the way I held my head. I had a prominent and heavy jaw
like a wolf. Before passing thru Betsy's hands and entering this boarding school, I threatened
to become a true attack beast, a fighter so to say. And I had a propensity to tilt my neck and
hold my head high, as someone who is smelling the wind, ready to face anything that could
turn up. This aggressive neck was not pleasing to Lady Flagskin. She had observed me doing
it twice. The second time I had been whipped for it by the pretty Stella before the assembled
class, and in the presence of Mr. Gostick as well as the director.

But the deep-rooted habit was strong. When I didn't think about restraining myself, as a
matter of course my neck affected the tilt that boxers know well.

They put a collar on me.



It was in the mode of very high false collar, in thick and hard leather, which had the tendency
to make the nerves of my neck protest. It forced me to carry my head correctly. The shoulder
straps were also reinforced, so rigid that they entered into my flesh. The corset that they had
first put me was relatively short. They choose a longer one for me, the busks of which were
made of steel and were incomparably stronger, and the plump Mrs. Eagle specially entrusted
with the clothing, tightened the laces to cut off my breathing. Little by little I started acquiring
a wasp waist. My ankle boots were also replaced, because I had collapsed, while walking
badly, those that were first given to me. The new ones were a lot narrower and more curved.
They clasped me horribly. The heels also were a good centimeter higher and they were very
hollowed out. If I had started with them, it is certain that I could not have taken two steps
without falling. But, from habit, I was beginning to walk like a girl. Moreover, the new ankle
boots like the old were quite long. Because Lady Flagskin found that an ankle boot could not
be too narrow, on the other hand, she declared that it would be an atrocious barbarism to have
them be too short.

Evidently this declaration had to be sufficient for us. The Lady didn't worry at all about not
supporting the subtle distinction by the least argument. Besides no explanation would have
prevented, I believe, the calluses and the corns with which we all were afflicted. It made us, it
is true, have the narrow feet which caused the mistress great pride.

She was not less proud of our gloves, which she often examined with the greatest attention.
We were punished for the least crease or smallest abrasion. However, the only punishment in
use was the whip. The birches repressed inattention or carelessness. Positively, if I learned
anything in this house, it was instilled in me by the application of the birch on my behind. It is
to the birch that I must give thanks for what little I know.

Girls and boys alike, we followed the same regimen. Clothing had to be our greatest
preoccupation. And as all untidiness was punished by being whipped in public, I leave the
reader to consider if we always took care to be neat as a pin. We had to wash ourselves
several times a day, not counting the morning bath, and, although we constantly wore our
gloves, it was necessary for us to remove them at least four times a day to show the mistress
that our hands were quite clean, very white and had very tidy nails.

Incontestably, with regard to the cleanliness of the body, the staff directed by the noble Lady
Flagskin could be used to establish a benchmark. But the soiling of the spirit led to a fatal and
irreparable decay. Because this discipline of the corset, of the gloves, of the whip, was
inexorable. And the one who invented it was certainly vicious, but one cannot say that she
was a fool. Because it all contributed to bringing the most recalcitrant character to
submissiveness, to abject, full and total submissiveness.

Lady Flagskin proceeded systematically with her grand method.

At her place, girls and boys exhibited incredibly slender waistlines.

But her pride were three damsels, three sisters, who their father had sent to her at the most
tender ages as soon as, his wife died, he didn't want, happy widower, to assume the
responsibility of raising these three girls who threatened to become very pretty.

The eldest was ten, the second eight and the third five. The first was fine and delicate, the
second plump, the third lean and willowy. None of the three wore a corset.



Mrs. Flagskin imposed this garment on them from the first day. Truthfully, it was not exactly
a corset. It moulded the chest accurately with a material that gave very little, but it didn't go
past the navel and there was not a busk.

With this camisole-corset, the young girls had to attend to all their activities. And during the
night, while they slept, they had to keep it on. The mistress infrequently agreed to loosen the
laces a little at bedtime.

Moreover, at the end of three months, these preliminary corsets were scraped and replaced by
more serious contraptions. That is she made much longer corsets of the same material, with
whale bone busks, and the mistress tightened them firmer without permitting the least
loosening of the laces in the evening. These garments were used for six months, at the end of
this period of time, they were replaced by ironclad corsets, longer still, in rigid canvas
covered with silk with a steel busk and several whale bones. The laces were made of plaited
silk and were tightened very firmly. These corsets were used for a year. They were only used,
it is true, during the day. For at night, she put the small girls in their former corsets, the ones
that had served them most recently, with this exception that they were tightened much more
and were reinforced with flexible whale bone.

Gradually, without jerking, the Lady had tightened more and more strongly. At the end, laces
made of leather whip cord replaced the silk laces, and, to get a perfect tightening, she used a
small capstan. The damsels, their breathing cut off, were in jeopardy of becoming asthmatic.

They complained about stomach cramps. They were horribly pale.

But the Lady remained implacable. The laces were not loosened. Nature so malleable
accepted the corset. Certainly, these girls so squeezed in were not among the most vigorous,
their appetites remained moderate, their stomachs delicate, and after the shortest walk they
were out of breath. The least effort was laborious to them.

But also, what waists of unlikely thinness? The plump one, whose stomach threatened to
overflow, just had tiny proportions with regard to her waistline.

She was fifteen years old, very chubby, with big limbs. But she had only a forty-six
centimeter waist. And Lady Flagskin liked to say while laughing that when Miss Jessy
reached thirty, she would have a waist and calf of just the same size.

If the other damsels in the boarding school were a little wider than these three sisters, driven
so methodically from a young age to wear the tightest corsets, it was none the less true that
the waists of the boarding school were famous. One spoke of it for twenty miles around, and
in the lounges of London, when a girl made her entry in the world and the thinness of her
waist seemed remarkable, one didn't fail to affirm that she had to have been in the Flagskin
boarding school.

We boys were submitted to just as stern a discipline with regard to corsets and gloves. On this
point, I never saw the Lady once dispense with her inflexibility. If he happened to perform a
duty gracelessly, a lack of application, chatter during class, simply if there was a crease in his
glove, or if, surreptitiously, he had succeeded in unlacing his corset by a half-centimeter, it
was the whip without mercy.



The result was that we lived under pressure and in a constant state of apprehension. Which
contributed to soften our character, to make us docile, disposed to the most abject
submissiveness.

If a mistress ordered us to do something, we nervously hastened to obey. If it was Lady
herself who condescended to give us an order, it was in a grand excitation, a type of religious
terror, that we executed it. All of us were afraid of the pretty Stella, Mr. Gostick’s protégé,
every bottom kept a burning souvenir of her work.

This continual apprehension, the fear under which we lived and more than that, I believe, the
absurd feminine clothes in which they had dressed us, cut down our boyish exuberance so
much that we would have gladly played with dolls if we had any. Instead of thinking about
embracing the girls with whom we lived in such close proximity, we had taken their tone and
their manners so well so that confusion was unavoidable, facilitated greatly again by the
practice that we were called by feminine names. When a girl called me Alice, she certainly
didn't think at the moment that I was of any other sex that her own. Caresses, without ulterior
motive, resulted but they didn't lead to anything disturbing. At the time, the acute fear of
being caught intensified their charm. Because if our mistresses and Lady Flagskin herself
when they dressed or whipped us, threw us into sudden agitation, or strange confusions, they
didn't see it or they pretended not to see it. They constantly spoke to us of decency and
morals. And Mr. Gostick, who took such an obvious pleasure in seeing the pretty Stella
Sinclair’s work when she whipped a naked behind, had given us very edifying sermons on
morals.

The girls’ dormitories and boys’ were separated by only a thin baffle. At night, those of us
who didn't sleep heard strange noises. These were the whispers, the smacks of kisses, the
laughter of girls being tickled. Our curiosity awakened, we made a chorus of similar noises
coming from us that the girls could hear on the other side of the baffle.

Especially if one of us had been whipped we all hastened around him, in the dormitory, each
trying to comfort him. We deserved to wear these long woman’s nightgowns, which they gave
us, because we were true sisters of charity. For the relief of a poor aching bottom our light
hands provided the softest care.

All these nocturnal frolicking didn't occur without some danger. Because, often, one or
another mistress came to make her rounds. The peril was also an attraction. Because, shall I
say it? One feared the whip and one wished for it. There were annoying days, particularly
when the weather was muggy, the sky stormy, where one made very conspicuous mistakes
with the singular goal of being whipped. Their wish was immediately granted. There were
times when Lady Stella and all mistresses were hardly sufficient to the task, when six boys
and ten girls, all knelt in a row, exposing their naked behinds in anguished waiting for the
birch.

What a concert of screams, supplications, sobs and complaints! If the thick walls and the wide
garden had not choked these noises, an astonished passer-by could have believed it was the
uproar of some madhouse. Because, certainly, he would not have suspected the truth. Unless
in his youth, having lived there, the memory remained.



CHAPTER FOUR

As much I had been, not long ago, jolly, cheerful, always ready to search for the fun
appropriate to my sex and age, that is the exercises in which it was necessary to display
strength and dexterity, to show my courage, I was now reserved, circumspect and
apprehensive. Sometimes, if I looked with interest at a beautiful bird’s nest hanging at the top
of a tree, and if I judged at a glance that it would be easy to arrive there by lying down and
crawling on my stomach all along the main branch and stretching out my arm, like that,
immediately I thought in what a beautiful state I would put my glacé gloves, my muslin skirt,
my lisle stockings and my fine kidskin ankle boots, by scraping these beautiful things against
the rough bark.

Why should I not say it? I had been quarrelsome, swift to act, audacious during a fight, lenient
after victory. Now, I was shy. The thrashing after the paper wad, the very day of my arrival,
had dissuaded me for a long time from trying to repulse offenses by a man’s natural means.
Instead of instantaneous vengeance, virile defense, I strove now, like all the others, to employ
women’s nastiness, sly treachery.

But forget it. These memories are too disturbing. I don't want to tell what I did of this kind.
Now that I am a man, I am ashamed of these shabby things and I have difficulty continuing
this narration without becoming angry with those who were the reason for a decay fortunately
surmounted since.

I believed that I had experienced all the humiliations that the inventive sophistication of Lady
Flagskin imposed on her pupils. I had cursed a thousand times the corset that pinched my
sides in a manner to cut off my breath; the high-heeled ankle boots that forced me to take
small circumspect steps, with a waddle of my hips from which I felt ridicule; the woman’s
knickers and the gartered stockings. I had a terrifying hatred towards the suspenders that
tightened against my shoulders when I wanted to bend, against the leather collar that knocked
my chin if I thought of inclining my head. In short, all these constraints to which I could not
resign myself, seemed to me to be the total of all possible humiliations.

I was mistaken.

I already spoke, in an earlier chapter, of the kidskin knickers that Clara wore.

One day the director summoned me.

I went to her cabinet, heart beating, because these summoning didn't foretell anything good.
When it was not a reprimand or a condemnation to the whip, it was some other intolerable
humiliation.

She first made rather a kindly little speech where she congratulated me for having changed a
lot. She insisted on the beauties of the education that she recommended and she asked me if I
believed that I would ever have been able to correct my nasty and brutal character without the
discipline of the corset, high heels and gloves so tight that it was difficult to close the fist



when one was wearing them. As I didn't answer, she gathered her eyebrows and insisted, “Do
you believe it, Alice?”

“Yes, Milady.”

“Are you happy here?”

“Very happy!”… And I breathed an enormous sigh that would have choked me if I had held it
in.

“It is now necessary that you wear this!” she said while opening out before my unhappy eyes,
one of these unmentionable leggings in glace kidskin that the girls and some boys wore in this
horrible house.

I remained immobile, not knowing if one more time I was going to tempt some vain resistance
for which I would pay dearly. But the vision of Stella’s white arm waving enormous birches
made my resolution vanish at the very instant.

I made a step forward to take the garment and declared, my voice trembling, “Fine, Milady.”

She drew back the hand that held the knickers.

“No! If I had wanted you to put them on later I would have handed them to Mrs. Stuart. You
must put them on immediately, and I will help you, because you would not be able to alone.
Let's go, undress yourself.”

Already her skillful hands were on me, she unfastened me, and in less time that it takes for me
to write it, I was standing in my lingerie before her.



The first thing that I did, as soon as she removed my corset, was to rub my sides where skin
was worn all red under the unceasing and excessive compression. This feminine gesture had a
great success. Milady condescended to smile, which she did rarely. Then, not wanting to let
such a beautiful opportunity escape to proclaim the excellence of the education given in her
boarding school, she proclaimed, “See the proof of your change. It is instinctive. You itched
as soon as I removed the corset from your body, which is proof that it is necessary to remove
it as little as possible. Let's see if you are clean.”

She examined my white and clean body and raised the chemise to see me better. Her light
fingers did little acrobatics on me. She appeared happy.

“It’s good! You have extraordinary skin for a boy, white and fine. Not even the creams we use
in this house, which, it is true, come from the best perfume shops of London, could give you
this velvetiness. It is a natural grant, a precious grant that I advise you to not to disregard. It is
rare to see a representative of your sex having such skin, so soft, so feminine.”

She made me sit, and, kneeling before me, she removed my ankle boots.

This servility didn't foretell anything good and my heart tightened.

When Lady Flagskin appeared soft and especially helpful that was when a cold and
implacable anger was smouldering. She was a little like these felines whose claw stroke is
especially cruel when first they make velvet paw.



I endeavored to help her, confused that she took this effort to undress me, but she, moving my
hands away, said, “No! No! Relax. I’ll tell you once and for all, I don't like to be frustrated in
what I do. If it pleases me take your shoes off, it’s my business, isn’t it? Do you understand?”

The look that she threw me made me to see clearly that it was not from humility that she
served me.

As the ankle boots came off, I thought of removing the long stockings of Scottish thread, she
intervened again with authority, “No! No! Keep them on. They won't bother us at all.”

She picked up the leather garment that she had deposited on the back of a chair while
undressing me. It was something soft and loose that, at first, seemed a lot too narrow for me.
It was at the same time a chemise that buttoned on the side with gray mother of pearl buttons
and kickers with skimpy sheaths.

As she had foreseen, the stockings were not in any way an inconvenience. They was also no
problem as the sheaths had cleared the thin obstacle of my wiry and hard calves, like a deer’s
legs. As soon as the sheaths arrived at my more prominent thighs, it became difficult.

The Lady pulled, I stretched my legs, I stiffened them with all my strength. But it happened
that under the violent effort, I felt forced to bend my knees, although I tried not to. Then the
Lady’s passionate voice made me shudder. “Would you like to hold still, Alice? You are
doing it intentionally, you mean kid! If you do it again, you will feel the whip before leaving
this room.”

This threat did not help to reanimate my strength. My legs softened from fear and yielded
again.

Lips tight, eyes angry, Lady Flagskin looked at me in silence. She had suspended her efforts.
Fortunately for me a diversion occurred at this critical moment.

Someone knocked at the door.

It was Mrs. Eagle, the plump teaching aide who introduced the three Hards sisters, these three
girls, the pride of Lady Flagskin’s establishment, these three girls of whom I spoke previously
and were famous for the thinness of their waists, thinness due to the inexorable corset
discipline so judiciously imposed by the Lady.

Lady Flagskin gave them a look of contentment and pride. Finally her bad mood towards me
subsided, or perhaps she had forgotten it. She gave all of her attention to her favorite pupils,
and she ordered Mrs. Eagle to take care of me and to complete my dressing.

The three girls, real models, stood modestly in a row. The eldest was now sixteen years old.
She was a tall and thin girl with a transparent complexion and feverish eyes. While seeing her
one wondered how it was possible that she could walk or move without breaking herself in
two. Her waist was of an unlikely thinness and everything was plump around it, which made
it appear even thinner. It was at most forty-four centimeters around. Although her shoulders
were lamentably skinny and of the very narrow, they appeared large and vigorous in contrast
to this exaggerated thinness of the waist.



But the Lady’s triumph was the younger sister, the plump one who was now fifteen. When
she had been brought to the boarding school, she threatened to take on elephantine
proportions; although her appetite was not excessive, it seemed that she benefited from all of
her food; it all turned to muscle and fat. The Lady was not herself in anyway opposed to this
adipose invasion. She had not forbidden potatoes or bread. The girl could stuff herself with
starchy food as much as much as she pleased. Because it is necessary that I say in passing, as
regards food we were treated as well as the most difficult parents could wish for their children
and quite in agreement with the luxury of the house and the very elevated price that one paid,
because I don't think that, in all the England, there was a school where the food was any
better. Therefore, choice of food, profusion of dishes, tidy kitchen, encouragements to eat
according to ones appetite, we had them all. The young girl had benefited from this for a long
time. She ate anything, asked for anything, without, I repeat, a robust appetite it is true, which
was remarkable, because big eaters weren’t lacking in Lady Flagskin’s boarding school and
the girls didn't remain behind the boys, with regard to the working of their jaws.

But while letting her get as fat as she wished, tolerating the more and more monstrous
magnification of the neck, the shoulders, the arms and the legs, Lady Flagskin took the
greatest care to constrain her waist by the rigorous application of a very tight corset.

It was unbelievable!

It was not possible to believe that tightened night and day, with this compressed and pent-up
stomach, the child could digest and could become larger. However it was true. With a jolly
character, always ready to say or listen to some silliness and laugh about it, provoking the
words by her bulges, gushing at all times. Sometimes, she ended with a grimace of pain. It
was the inexorable corset that opposed the excessively wild hilarity of the spleen. Rigid, it
didn't give up a single millimeter. But this twinge of pain over, the girl's joviality was
renewed.

She was as big as her elder sister, who, I have just said, was remarkably tall, but appeared a
lot taller, because of her gauntness, than this younger sister overran with her plumpness.

The youngest seemed be more like the eldest, that is she was already tall and thin, but she
appeared to have more delicate bones and a feeling of ineffable melancholy veiled her big
periwinkle colored eyes.

Lady Flagskin was punishing all three of them, I don't know for what trifle. It could be that
they had not committed any mistake. In any case it was strange that all three had been
offending at the same time. Because the idea of a plot would not have been conceivable. In
this boarding school there simply could not have been a plot between the sisters. The
discipline of the corset didn't just thin the waist; it diminished the heart as well. No one would
have had the courage to conceal anything from the mistresses. The terror of the whip
maintained the need to demonstrate an abject and constant submissiveness.

If someone had been tempted to foment a plot, even for the most innocent of childishness,
immediately whoever he discussed it with would pretend to agree in order to learn all of the
details of the plan. And this interest would have merely concealed the ulterior motive of
reporting everything to the mistress, which would have been accomplished without delay.

But Mrs. Flagskin didn't need the pretext of a transgression to punish. When she wanted it,
she always found an issue with the pupil who she had resolved to whip. Certainly, she didn't



fail to color her arbitrariness with a justice appearance. Her quiet hypocrisy served to cover all
iniquities. Besides, how could one have debated her final decisions? It would surely have
brought on additional punishment.

Therefore, they stood in a row, very straight, head held high on a tense upright neck. Because
they had to hold it that way when wearing the collar that was sometimes put on them. Then,
by force of habit, they held their necks stiffly even when it was removed. They often went out
with Lady Flagskin. As I discovered later, it was to attend bacchanalia where women and men
of the best society, high aristocracy, high trade, princes of the commerce, men of State,
serious and austere magistrates, behaved with regard to these poor girls with a barbarism
without name. These were the director's friends, all hiding under the pretext of high morals.
After a most correct dinner, a musical interlude, a brief dance as one often sees, came the
orgy. It started with admiring the ‘three wasps’, as they were called because of the unlikely
narrowness of their waists. Then one wanted to see, to feel. After much ceremony from Lady
Flagskin that created delays so that the pleasure lasted, the girls undressed. The men strained
their muscles, endeavoring to tighten the laces more. If the girls fainted, which always
happened, the whip revived them from their swoon.

Now, their spirit sapped, they endeavored to smile at Lady Flagskin whose mercy they
awaited.

But she, leaving them to the anguish of waiting, turned toward me who was struggling with
the unmentionable leather ‘combination’: The knickers that were also a chemise.

Mrs. Eagle deployed the entire strength of her big arms to manage to slip the sheaths along
my thighs. Her fingers, like small sausages, while pinching the leather also pinched my skin. I
shouted. Lady Flagskin looked at me with scant concern, and I began to sob. Either purposely,
which I rather believe, or by an inadmissible and especially inexplicable oversight, these
cursed sheaths had been made horribly tight. Certainly the gloves that she forced me to wear
were no tighter. The leather had some flexibility, but much too little in my opinion. As for
Mrs. Eagle, she was red as a tomato, sweating and panting, overcome by impatience. As was
Milady, who with pinched lips and a frigid air, had intervened two or three times, telling her
in a dry and terse voice, “Not like that! Ah! My poor Mistress Eagle, I believed you were less
clumsy.”

The teaching aide, angry from these observations which she didn't dare answer, put more
violence into the achievement of her task and took vengeance on the leather. Her big fingers
closed on a pinch of my flesh tugging it mercilessly. And I had to force myself to not to moan.

Eyes wide, keeping the scream from escaping from my open lips, I followed with anguish the
progress of the odious knickers that little by little, moved up my thighs, like a big black
reptile.

Finally! It was done! And it caused me a strange sensation, not at all pleasant, to feel myself
in this tight, cold and sticky leather, that to allow it to slip more easily over my moist flesh
had been abundantly sprinkled with talc. Now all that remained was buttoning the chemise. It
closed at an angle with mother of pearl buttons that began at the top of the left shoulder and
descended to the right hip. It was even more difficult than adjusting the knickers and infinitely
more painful. From the first button, I felt the pain. Because my skin and flesh were enlisted
with the button in the buttonhole that Mrs. Eagle’s malevolent fingers endeavored to close. I



twisted under the pain, so much so that she had to begin again. Not before I received a strong
blow from her thick palm. I started crying gently while groaning loudly.

Lady Flagskin intervened again, “Why are you beating him?”

“He is trying to escape from me. The button was almost set, then he thrashed about like the
devil that he is. It is not easy to dress this child.”

“Because you are clumsy, as I said before. But since he behaves badly, he will wear his new
knickers for a good whipping with the horsewhip… ”

I joined my hands exploding in sobs. Until now I had only received the birch and the
horsewhip seemed infinitely more formidable to me.

Lady Flagskin, without being moved by my desperate pantomime, without even appearing to
notice it, repulsed Mrs. Eagle and coldly said, “Remove yourself from there. Since you are not
even good at dressing him I will handle it.”

The teaching aide moved back without daring to present the least objection, but she threw me
a look charged with venom that promised me nothing good when we were alone together.

To tell the truth Lady Flagskin had not been wrong to call the big teaching aide clumsy,
because she showed evidence of an incredible dexterity. She seized a button between her
fingers and guided it into a buttonhole without my flesh being compromised. She still caused
me horrible pain by carelessly compressing my poor little chest. I had difficulty breathing and
I couldn’t stop thinking that the game would not finish without all my ribs being broken.
However the fear of the horsewhip made me assume a pleasant expression in the hope of an
unlikely pardon, and I avoided uttering the least scream.

In these meantime the damsels, the three wasp waisted girls, had undressed in agreement with
the order received from the dangerous Lady.

They had, of course, first removed their long black glacé kidskin gloves and placed them
neatly, carefully, orderly on the back of the chairs, so that they hung there, without one
hanging lower than the other by a millimeter. Because that was a point to which the director
attached the greatest importance, meticulousness to excess. Then orderly and methodically,
they removed their clothes. It was all done quietly, without a hitch until the corset. But then it
was an awful task. The three poor wretches’ stomachs were so compressed that it was not
possible for them to draw them in further. Removing their corsets appeared to be more
difficult than putting them on. The inflexible busk was indissoluble from their flesh. It was
encrusted there, no effort seemed to pull it off without shreds of flesh following. Heads
bending back, horribly pale, their fingers exhausted into numbness.

They stopped for an instant. Milady’s cutting voice berated them for their laziness. They
returned to the impossible task. Finally one succeeded in unhooking a staple, and the corset
loosening near her stockings, compressed her breasts with such strength that she nearly fell,
panicked by the suffering. She continued all the same, so anxious for the fleeting deliverance
that she forgot what waited for her, the awful promised thrashing. Finally, with an awful sigh,
she removed the corset from her body and, holding it at arm’s length, she rubbed her waist
vigorously with the other hand, responding to an intolerable itch.



All three were now undressed. Their sumptuous clothes spread orderly, and each pair of ankle
boots aligned before the chair. These ankle boots stunned me. Mine, which made me curse so
much, were nothing in comparison. They were also in kidskin, very flexible, with patent tips,
and their stitching pricked the leather with white points that stood out against the black. But
the heels were of an exaggerated height and hollowed out improbably, so that the foot seemed
at an angle that hardly distinguished it from the leg, if one had not exaggerated its length,
because the ankle boot was very tapering. It went up very high, covering the whole ankle to
the calf, which on these three girls was very high. Which, it is said, is an incontestable sign of
aristocracy.

Aristocracy or not, all three had elegant figures. Which I agreed was because of the care that
Lady Flagskin took to train her people.

To distort would be a more exact term. Because, as young as I was and as ignorant concerning
feminine beauty, these thin waists, one may say thin to excess, seemed ridiculous to me,
especially the middle sister whose shape filled and offered to break the ‘combination’, the one
piece chemise and knickers in glacé kidskin. It was truly stuffed. The big breasts, very firm,
naturally, at fifteen years, they could not be otherwise. The stomach now free from the corset,
although cramped in the leather garment, all the same took its natural position that was rather
overflowing. In short, all together, with the strong shoulders and big arms, similar to those of
Mrs. Eagle, the legs with their thick thighs, to the calves and back it all contrasted with this
thin, narrow waist, a real tiny isthmus that nearly united the two voluminous islands of the
bust with the copious breasts and the monstrous rump of the hindquarters.

I had to believe that Lady Flagskin differed from me with regard to this opinion that I would
have well avoided expressing out loud.

I believed it even more, noting the satisfied glance with which she examined the three
damsels now dressed solely in their black leather, forming knickers and chemise at the same
time.

And perhaps the happy eye of the mistress shone more while comparing her short, thick and
round appearance, with her lean sisters.

They stood in a row, as modestly as was possible for them, an attitude that contrasted with the
effrontery of their brief costumes that clung to their shapes with brash indecency. They waited
for the director's good pleasure, who was very occupied at the moment torturing me by
closing the horrible chemise. She didn't forgive me a single button.



It was done. I had the awful thing on the body. It penetrated me with an icy chill, it
compressed my heart and lungs, whose inevitable reaction was to resist, and whose
maneuvering attempted to stretch this too tight leather.

If I was fatally sad, it is unnecessary to ask why. It was not only the hindrance that was
laborious. My state of mind was affected even more, especially when the director ordered me
to remove my stockings. I tried to lean forward. It was impossible. More than with the corset,
this inflexible and yet supple leather girdle, resisted my efforts. An attempt on the right side
failed in the same way. I didn't succeed on the left either.

My fear bordered on uneasiness, because the director sneered while seeing the fruitlessness of
my attempt to obey her.

Not succeeding in bending my chest, I tried to bend my knees.

Alas! The atrocious tension of the knickers resisted my movement. My waist was paralyzed.
And I had the sensation, imaginary certainly, that the vest split.

Ah! If it had actually split! How horrible would have been my punishment?

Finally while spreading my arms enough to nearly dislocate my shoulders; I succeed in
sliding the stockings down just a little. I was certain that I would never succeed this way, so I
chose another option. I put one foot on the other and tried by pulling out the lower one to
remove the stocking, by this new method.

The director, without saying a word, picked up the strong horsewhip that was on the chimney.



Immediately, I don’t know how, it happened that I could raise my leg, or to say it better, my
foot, to height of my hand and I removed the stocking. And as in a dream, the other was
removed in the same way.

Now I was precisely the same as the three damsels. That is the only garment I wore was the
ridiculous chemise, the awful knickers, everything of just one piece. I had a black torso and
thighs, with a black sheen of glacé kidskin, which stood out on the white of my skin. But the
difference between me and the three girls was that my hair was cut short. As for the rest, I
thought to myself, I wasn’t very different from the eldest and the youngest. They were skinny
and exhibited restraint in their figures. On the other hand I differed from the middle sister
whose wealth of overflowing flesh threatened to fill the room completely, if the chemise had
burst.

The director examined us for a long time. She measured us, weighed us, and noted the size of
our waists. All it was noted carefully on a register that she kept for this purpose.

Then she announced us that we were going to undergo the punishment that we deserved.

She waved her horsewhip with an air of implacable decision and taking the eldest of the girls
by the neck, tearful and moaning, she forced her to kneel. Her skinny bottom stretched the
leather without a crease. And the horsewhip fell on it, beating down hard in spite of the tears,
the supplications and the screams.

Then it was the turn of the middle sister to stretch her big black leather sheathed behind to the
awful horsewhip. After which the youngest received her pain.



My turn came only too soon.

I made an attempt to endure the anguish but the pain was too great. I screamed as I received
more thrashing, I had to, under the threat of additional strokes, quickly put girl's clothes back
on, including the new ankle boots.

CHAPTER FIVE

I learned, not long ago, that if the Chinese distort the women’s feet, it is purely for a
voluptuous goal.

By this, walking is indeed hindered, the waddle of the hips softens the waist in a preparatory
gymnastic for jousts of love, the calves atrophy in part to the profit of the muscles of the
thighs. These enlarge and harden as well as the buttocks.

This explanation hit me, because I immediately understood the coincidence, that the position
of the foot in a narrow and high-heeled ankle boot is analogous to the distortion of the
Chinese foot. The foot is oblique, the tip even with the floor, and the stilted heel produces the
precise effects of the Chinese method.



This hindrance of the high-heeled ankle boot, the long tight gloves, the constraint of the
corset, and, above all, the terror of the birch, maintained us in a constant state of eroticism that
turned into passionate madness. Ever the strident and prolonged laughter, hysterical laughter,
the small screams of madwomen, the big sighs couldn't fill the dormitory better than on the
days when the spankings had been abundant.

But what these torments especially inspired in us was a reverent fear of our director, a sickly
desire to obey her that threw us into an exaltation when she condescended to command us,
whatever it was.

Then, all nerves tense, we felt the fever of pleasure with all its burning, its imperious
solicitations of appeasement.

But I would never have imagined so complete a success of Lady Flagskin’s method of
education as the triumph she achieved with Miss Virginia Malville.

This young Lady, heiress of one of the grandest historic names of old England, a girl of no
equal in the kingdom, had been raised deplorably by a too indulgent mother.

Miss Virginia was eighteen years old when her mother suddenly, died. After having granted
the appropriate tribute of tears and mourning to the deceased, Lord Malville thought that it
was high time to subdue his daughter's character, without which one could expect sensational
escapades from her.

In any case, honest as he was, the Lord judged that, in spite of the enormous compensation of
the dowry, it would be a very mediocre gift to compensate a husband for such a woman that
an energetic man would end up strangling in a fit of anger, or who would have rendered
ridiculous in a thousand ways a weak man enslaved to her will.

On a beautiful morning in May 1896, a superb mail coach drawn by four sputtering horses
pleasantly adorned with tassels caused a sensation in the boarding school. It stopped before
the grand stairway where Lady Flagskin appeared in person, going to meet it.

This, already, made us wonder what people of distinction there had to be to attract such an
honor.

When they appeared, nothing made us reconsider that idea.

The Lord appeared first. He was a man of forty-five to fifty, tall and erect, a face with regular
lines, carefully shaven; which gave him somewhat the appearance of an actor or a French
waiter. But, at this time, I had not been to France and I lacked the data to make this
comparison.

Lord Malville descended from the carriage with solemnity. Then, gravely, he turned around
and helped her daughter to descend.

Miss Virginia was a big and beautiful person with sovereign bearing. She walked like a
goddess. And like a divinity come down from Olympus when her eyes stopped on us, we
could clearly read that we didn't matter to her. I never saw in such beautiful eyes a calmer
disdain for common mortals.



Besides, she answered the director’s deep bow with a strictly polite reverence that appeared to
me a bit impertinent, which she effectively was.

I clearly understood it when I noticed Lady Flagskin’s smile when she straightened up. When
our director smiled in this manner, it didn't foretell anything good. Probably she was already
considering her vengeance.

It goes without saying that we were not allowed to attend the interview that followed in the
salon between Lady Flagskin, Lord Malville and the beautiful Virginia. This interview
remained strictly confidential. Nothing ever leaked out about it. And we could only imagine
what must have been said by considering what took place later.

From what we learned from the maids, the Lord had praised the buffet lunch that the director
shared with him and his daughter. While taking leave of Lady Flagskin, his complexion was
burning from the noble French wines of which he had consumed ample glassfuls, he had
shaken her hand cordially repeatedly and he had said, “It’s settled! Make my daughter a Lady
as accomplished as you are, if that is possible. I give you ‘carte blanche’."

He pronounced these last words in French with the curious British accent.

Consequently, after the Lord's departure, Lady Flagskin herself introduced Miss Virginia
Malville into the class where Mrs. Stuart taught.

Because, I failed to say it until now, there was only one class in this curious boarding school,
which didn't in any way prevent the normal course of studies, whatever difference there was
in the state of advancement of the pupils. Because each and every one had their own particular
lesson that only lasted a few minutes, it is true, but their industriousness made up for it. And
their industriousness was assured by the constant discipline of the corset and the constant fear
of the birch.

Until now Miss Virginia knew nothing about either. And it was unusual that the director had
introduced her into the class without having first imposed the boarding school uniform on her,
the white muslin dress, the silk azure bow, the high-heeled ankle boots covering the ankles,
the corset mercilessly tightened until loss of breath. It was clear that the astute director had
her plan.

Moreover, the greatest considerations were shown to the newcomer as much by the director as
by the dry Mrs. Stuart. In fact, in her sumptuous gauze and silk attire, Miss Virginia made a
good impression next to the other girls; her waist was not so ridiculously thinned, it is true,
but it was of an elegant and robust slenderness. As she was not tightened by everything, her
carriage, her bearing breathed grace and strength.

The director installed her at a desk, spoke to her again in a loving tone, and then left the room.

The desk Miss Virginia occupied was very close to this passageway which I have already
mentioned that separated the boys’ side from the girls’. It was just across from mine. That is
that our two desks were only separated by the passageway.

At first Miss Virginia appeared to listen with thoughtful attention to Mrs. Stuart, who was
giving a lecture on manners in polite society; the necessity for men to be distinguished in their
words and gestures, which they could only achieve thru a wise level-headedness and



seriousness, the obligation of women to show great morality and an elegant figure. She
paused there to discuss the utility of corset and high heel discipline that breaks down
children’s turbulence and imposes on them this distinguished deportment from which they
will profit later.

Mrs. Stuart expanded for a long time on this favorite theme, so often harped on in this
unhappy boarding school. To tell the truth, the voice of the angular mistress was somewhat
nasal. She was full of repetitions. All and all, she was a lecturer who was especially likely to
tire her audience.

Miss Virginia, who had first listened, began reading a book in which she seemed to absorb
herself with great attention. It didn’t last. She yawned nervously, and, with a shiver, the letter
opener that she held in her hand fell and rolled close to my desk.

Finding it beneath her dignity to cross this passageway to collect the object herself and
considering me an inferior, although, I don't think she suspected my sex, so for all these
reasons, she looked at me and said, “Pst! Pst!”

I just looked at Mrs. Stuart with more attention, who continued her talk from her chair, not
wanting to incur a punishment to oblige this new arrival with her exasperating
pretentiousness.

She insisted, “Pst! Pst!”

With an impatience more instinctive than reasoned, I shrugged my shoulders. Then, without
lowering her voice, she said to me, “Hey! You! Little girl. Pick up my letter opener.”

I answered carelessly, “Pick it up yourself, if you want it picked up; I am not your valet.”

“Valet?” she said in a surprised tone, “maid, don’t you mean?”

“I said what I wanted to say. Leave me alone.”

And I shook my head as I had custom to do when I was a boy, when I wanted to affirm my
stubbornness.

Mrs. Stuart had listened nearly with a sort of stupor to this loud conversation unusual for the
normal studious tranquility of the class. Evidently she had heard everything. Miss Virginia
spoke even louder than I. Mrs. Stuart must have heard that it was the new arrival who had first
disturbed the silence with her irritating "Pst! Psts!" which I had answered only with a shrug
and that I had not spoken until after having been challenged directly and in a most insulting
way.

Certainly, Mrs. Stuart could not disregard any of it. At present she didn't say anything about
it; she limited herself to telling Mrs. Eagle, who was standing majestically against the far
wall, watching the class, “Please tell the noble Lady Flagskin that her presence is required
here.”

Soon the director arrived.

Strong in the right, I was fairly reassured and quite excited.



So one can understand my spite and resentment when I heard the horrible shrew, the dry and
angular Mrs. Stuart, give quite another twist to this affair.

In her maliciously arranged version, it ensued that I was the cause of the trouble. After having
listened to her, the director had to believe that I was the only guilty party.

In the ingenuousness of my age and as a faithful and sincere boy, I could not understand
anything of woman's perfidies. Clearly it was a set-up. A victim was necessary, and chance
had designated me. My poor behind was going to pay the price for the first lesson given to the
proud Miss Virginia.

As for the second lesson… But don't anticipate.

“Alice!” said the director. “Come here!”

But the feeling of injustice prevailed over all other considerations. Two months of discipline
by all these contraptions of feminine clothes and beatings could not extinguish my old
instincts of revolt. I was not subdued enough. My quarrelsome temperament took over and I
shouted, “First, my name is not Alice. That is ridiculous. I am a man, my name is Jimmy. And
that one… ”

I raised a finger and, pointing it over my shoulder, I indicated the newcomer without
condescending to look at her.

“That one just can’t put on her grand manner with me. That doesn't work at all. I told her that
I was not her valet and that is what I wanted to say. Why don't you say anything to her? She
started it.”

Small choked laughter in the class proved me a success of which I didn't have to be too proud.
However a puff of pride went to my head. I lowered my head, tilted my neck, in the waiting
pose of a boxer. I believe, God damn me, that I even gave a hint of the guard position. I didn't
dare however to quite take it, my courage didn't go that far. It stopped midway, that is that in
spite of the encumbrance of my gloves, I closed my fist as much as possible and I bent my
right arm in front of my stomach.

“Alice! Come here!” repeated the Lady.

At the frown of her eyebrows, my courage melted. I advanced miserably, hands on my face
crying hot tears, howling in anger, spite and fear, and I believe, indeed, prancing somewhat on
my high heels.

“Go find me the horsewhip, Stella, the strongest! Do you know the one? The African
courbache made from hippo leather. You will find it in the second drawer under my desk.
Here is the key.”

Stella, the pretty Stella, with a hateful smile, hastened to obey.

The director turned around toward me.

“Undress!”



While screaming and crying, I removed everything and I put it all on my chair, until I was
reduced to the hideous gleaming glacé kidskin garment that gave me the torso and thighs of a
Negro.

Still moaning, I went to kneel at the feet of the inexorable director and I implored her, hands
joined and in the most pathetic manner, to forgive me. She let me speak without giving the
least signs of mercy or impatience, so that before this impassiveness, no hope could survive,
and I was overcome by a crisis of sobs. These became quite agonizing when I saw Stella
appear bringing the hideous whip.

It was a horsewhip of just one piece of leather, perfectly rounded. At the handhold it was two
inches around and thinned all the way to the tip that frayed and wriggled like an eel, or, to say
it better, like an odious snake, while the handhold remained as rigid as wood.

At the thought that it was that that was going to fall on my poor bottom, I became crazed and
finding no more words to tell her, I held out my desperate hands toward the pitiless Lady.

But this atrocious creature didn't find any consolation to tell me other than, “Remove your
knickers immediately.”

I stood there in shock. Apart from the fact was no small endeavor to remove these knickers
which clung to my skin, my hands trembled so much that the task would be even more
difficult. And then with the knickers it was also necessary to remove the chemise, since the
two were attached.



Then! I was going to be stark naked before the collected class, and it was on my naked
buttocks that this dangerous instrument was going to hit. I would certainly die.

I shouted, thrashed about, thought of fleeing. But I was already in the hands of the angular
Mrs. Stuart and the tidy Mrs. Eagle. Her thin dry fingers unbuttoned my chemise agilely, not
without pinching my flesh cruelty, and the other didn't torture me any less while slipping the
too tight knickers down my thighs.

In a moment I was stark naked, exposed to the curious and amused looks of all the class.

However no one dared to speak, when, over my nervous sobs, emerged Miss Virginia’s
scornful voice, “Why! It is a boy!”

The stern Lady Flagskin, wrath painted on her face, said, “I ask you to say you nothing, Miss.
One doesn't speak in class.”

“Ah! It is curious!”

“I asked you to say nothing.”

“Well, Mrs.!”

The haughty Miss had risen and prepared to leave the room.

The director challenged her again

“Where are you going?”

“To my room.”

“You don't have a room. You sleep in the dormitory, like everyone.”

“That is fine; room or dormitory, I won't use either.”

“Indeed?”

“Certainly.”

“Would you please tell me why? I would be curious to hear.”

“Very curious?”

“Very curious, I say it again.”

“Very well! I am willing to satisfy your curiosity.”

“You condescend to do so.”

“Indeed.”

“Speak! Miss. Speak, or else…,” said the irritable director while grinding her teeth.



“Or else?”

“Will you speak?”

“Abandon this tone, I pray you, Milady. You are not aware of what you have done. I don't
need a room, nor a dormitory, because I will leave your house. I won't remain a minute more
under the same roof as a person who dared to address me as you have just done.”

The director, by an effort of will that was unfamiliar to her, suddenly calmed herself. But the
palpitation of her nostrils and her extreme paleness revealed that this calmness was only on
the outside. The irritation roared in her heart. She said, “We will continue this conversation in
a little while, if you please, Miss. Meanwhile, please wait and sit at your desk to watch the
punishment of this young boy who, because his insolence towards you, deserves to be
punished severely.”

Miss Virginia shrugged her shoulders scornfully, as to affirm that I was indeed a character of
too little importance to have offended so distinguished a young Miss.

Therefore, without saying another word she sat down again, curiosity painted on her face,
hoping, it was clear, to entertain herself at my expense, in the unconscious cruelty that slips so
comfortably into the hearts of men or women when someone is going to be flogged.

Alas, this someone was I. And I ask you to believe that all curiosity was banished from my
heart. It was terror that filled it entirely, leaving place for other feelings.

The two mistresses had each taken me by an arm and a shoulder and had dragged me toward
the table, while the assiduous and yet unofficial Stella, her two pretty hands on my buttocks,
pushed me from behind. I tried to bite, and I kicked, so the two mistresses seized me by the
ears like a calf being led to the slaughterhouse. As for the skillful Stella, with every attack that
she comfortably avoided, she pinched my buttocks.

Thus, I was spread on the table, face forward, and Mrs. Eagle seized my right hand, Mrs.
Stuart the left. I was lying on the side of the table, my feet barely touching the floor. And, I
presented, in this position, my unfortunate bottom perfectly to the terrifying whip that Lady
Flagskin already agitated in a threatening manner, and that seemed, in her hand a living thing,
an animate thing, a horrible beast, a dirty reptile ready to prick and to bite.

I saw it sideways, confusedly, because my only preoccupation at the moment was to watch
this whip, not to lose sight of it.

Vain worry! Already the director stood behind me where I was not able to see her anymore,
and she started lecturing me according to her custom. “Again you deserve to be punished. I
had hoped that the corset, the severity of the high heeled shoes and the constraint of the
gloves would have been sufficient to correct your carelessness and insolence. I should have
resolved to give you the whip with the birch. You shouted: ‘Mercy’ and you swore to
henceforth be well behaved. It meant nothing to you. I made you wear very tight kidskin
underwear and I tightened your corset more, hoping to curb your tumultuous character. Now
today you lacked respect for a lady of noble family from the first moment of her arrival
among us. You aggravated your case by your insolence. It proves to me that you are far from
being corrected, and I must resolve to apply a stern punishment to you by means of this whip
that, you are going to see, is not a toy. Do you now agree that you deserve to be punished?



“Mercy! Milady!”

“I asked you for your confession.”

“Mercy, I beg you noble Lady. Have mercy! Forgiveness!”

“This request for forgiveness is already a confession. But I order you to be precise. Yes or no,
do you deserve to be whipped mercilessly?”

“Oh!”

“Would you like to answer me with yes or no?”

“Mercy! I implore you!”

Then a big stroke stung my buttocks. I thrashed about foaming, but the firm arms of the
mistresses held my wrists. I had uttered a terrifying scream and I yelled, “Yes! Yes!”

“Yes! What?”

“Oh. Oh! No! No! Please. It is too much… It will kill me.”

A second more violent stroke made me scream again, and what I wanted to say died out in
sobs.

“I await your confession,” said the cruel director.

“Yes! Oh! Yes… I deserve… I deserve a very severe punishment… But not… Oh! No!
Mercy, I implore you.”

“I will have mercy for you when you have been well whipped. You will leave this place with
a bloody bottom. I promise you that. Your impertinent bottom will pay for your
misdemeanors. I never saw a bottom so impertinent. It seems to taunt me. We will see if in a
little while it won't be more crestfallen. Today I have an irresistible desire to whip it well.
You have made me angry, it is necessary that my irritation passes.”

The whole time that she made this speech, I had not stopped groaning and sighing, because
the two strokes that she had given me seemed to me the height of martyrdom. She had not hit
very hard, as I was going to see later.

This cruel woman, who liked to play with her victims, as a cat plays with a mouse, asked me
again, “Promise to correct yourself and to be more decent in the future.”

“Yes! Certainly… More… always more… ” Here a big sigh cut off the sentence.

“Is your repentance sincere?”

“Oh! Yes… Mercy, Milady.”

“No! No mercy, it is for you that I correct you. I assumed a big responsibility while promising
to subdue your turbulence that seemed incorrigible. But I promise that I will correct you. I



want you to keep the memory of this day. I want to record the date with this whip on your
bottom, in indelible characters. It is necessary that you carry the marks of it all your life.

Teeth chattering in terror, I implored in a fainter voice when the true dance began.

The action followed the speech so suddenly, the anguish with which I was filled disappeared
to leave room only for the brutal sensation, the unspeakable pain.

The bottom that has not been whipped, punished by a courbache, is ignorant of the real terror
of the whip. Nothing can provide a picture of this atrocious torture. I doubt that the Russian
knout is more barbaric.

I didn't have even enough strength to shout, some raucous and indistinct howlings came out of
my oppressed chest. Every stroke sounded in my heart, which was ready to explode from an
excess of suffering.

The infernal director hit with slow, occasional strokes. I heard, as in a dream, Stella’s
crystalline voice which counted the strokes. But it didn't give me any comfort, because I didn't
know at what number the torment was going to stop. I also heard the sound of the horrible
whip on my flesh, and it filled my ears with a roar similar to a cataract. I don't think that
Niagara could make so great an uproar.

The director hit from right to left, she hit from left to right. And on a stroke more vigorously
brutal that stung both buttocks, she stopped.

It appears that I received twelve strokes, in all, counting the two small first attempts. I would
have sworn I had received more than a hundred.

It is also certain that if Lady Flagskin had been angry with me, it would have been quite
terrifying, and the end would have certainly been fatal.

It's a good thing I had simply acted as example and that the spite of the stern director was
directed against another person, as one is going to be able to describe below.

As for me, I had simply fainted. But the energetic care of the two mistresses, the volatile
alkali that they made me breathe and mainly the perfidy of their touching made me return to
consciousness.

It was, naturally, to emit a mournful lament.

But the director didn't listen to it. It was necessary that the lesson benefit her for whom it was
designed, that the example bear its fruits.

A mirror was placed behind me. I had to direct my tear scrambled gaze there.

Great God! What I had to see when my eyes met the polished surface. I saw the reflection of
these poor wretched buttocks furrowed with livid stripes, of big ridges of cracked flesh from
which blood oozed to flow in small rivulets along my thighs.

I started being delirious, calling my dear mom in a voice with agonizing accents. Two maids
arrived called by the small electric bell. I was taken away in their arms, out of the class. They



lay down me on my stomach, why they lay me there instead of on my back was not necessary
to wonder. When they smeared my buttocks with vaseline borique, it seemed to me that they
were touching me with burning irons. In short, the compassionate maids hastened to relieve
me. They brought me sweets that I didn't want. Then, more prudently, they noticed the
nervous excitation that was the continuation of my terror and the suffering from the awful
whip. Their soft affectionate hands calmed me. And the stupefaction made me slip into sleep,
which an intense fever populated with nightmares.

Later, I learned from my friends what happened in the class after I had been taken from it.

Certainly, I regretted with fierce grief not attending this noteworthy scene. But it was
described so well to me, in all its details, that I was able to picture it very well. And I think
that the narration that I present here, precisely as it had been told to me, will be descriptive
enough so that all its parts will take place in a vivid manner before the reader's eyes.

I had hardly cleared the door, more or less unconscious, in the arms of my two robust bearers
that Lady Flagskin, advancing toward Miss Virginia, halted before her, arms crossed on her
chest and still holding the awful courbache in her hand and had declared with a meaningful
sneering laugh, “Now it’s just you and me, Miss!”

“What do you want to say?” answered the noble Miss, making a pleasant expression although
paleness invaded her face.

“I want to say that you are going to remove your clothes at once, so that I may whip you
before the whole class, much more roughly than I whipped that boy, who was much less
offensive than you.”

“What is this silly joke?” said the girl while moving back.

This was too much for the rich heiress of this family of valiant knights and peers. The redness
went up to her face and, in an imperious voice, with a domineering look, she exclaimed, “No
one ever spoke to me, I would not say with this tone, because it is not supportable, but with a
shade of that which could be called a lack of respect. How you, vile creature, can you push
your audacity to this point? To simply have the idea that I would remove my clothes before
this collected class, constitutes a criminal act. But what is especially repulsive that is that you
have yourself dared to threaten me with the whip. I told you that I wanted to leave this house.
Give me room and let me pass. I warn you that if you have the boldness to touch me with just
the tip of your finger, I will make you repent bitterly of it. You and your kind are made to
serve women such as me on their knees.

Lady Flagskin’s sardonic laughter made the pupils shudder. She answered, “So be it! I will
serve you. But it is you who will be on her knees. Come here without further delay.”

The imperious director, now close to the table where I had undergone the torment, indicated
with an extended finger the place that I had just left and, with the other hand, she tore the air
with the courbache which produced a horrible hiss. She had a frightening and tragic beauty
like the ancient Nemesis.

For her answer, Miss Virginia deliberately turned her back; she headed towards the door, with
the clear intention of leaving the room and perhaps the house. But she had hardly opened the
door than she staggered, and with an irresistible impetus, she was thrown back inside. There



were two very vigorous house maids called by Stella, who, according to the orders they
received, waited for the Lady’s signal to burst into the room to come to her assistance and to
stop Miss Virginia from leaving.

They pushed back the girl, and, having seized her shoulders, brought her in.

Following them, one saw Mr. Gostick’s slim frame and grave face appear. Clearly, it was
Stella who had brought him at this psychological moment, probably with the director's
consent who constantly encouraged the Yankee puritan.

He went straight to the pretty Stella. With visible pleasure his hand caressed girl's chin gently.
An extraordinary liberty that, coming from so reserved a man, amazed the class.

Miss Virginia, who had yielded to the abrupt thrust of the two maids, now recovered from her
first surprise. This big vigorous girl, her muscles well developed by participating in the sports
familiar to young Englishwomen of aristocratic rank, opposed her attackers with an energetic
resistance. But they were too strong. These were two Welshwomen hand-picked by the astute
director from the thickest and most sinewy, two large and heavy farmers with square waists
and beastly faces breathing persistence and brutality. They didn't wear gloves, or corsets, or
high heels. Their movements displayed the ease of primitive beings. In fact, these were true
savages, or, to say it better, dogs on duty, strong and ferocious, that obeyed the director’s
voice and gestures only, and, growling, showed their teeth to all others mad enough to dare to
give them an order.

They rather had fun with Miss Virginia’s resistance, exploding in silly and prolonged
laughter, stretching the muscles of their big arms and handling the elegant and disdainful Miss
like a common package.

While she fought against her robust body of guards who held her more or less as dogs who
covered a boar, Miss Virginia exclaimed in a raucous voice, to the director, “Infamous
woman, are you willing to immediately give the order to these vile mercenaries to withdraw
their hands accustomed to coarse tasks from my noble body?”

The director answered, “Don’t talk.”

“Know this,” pursued Virginia, laboriously, because she was nearly out of breath, “know this!
My father will know how to provide a terrible vengeance for all this. You will have to account
to the judge, Milady, for your acts of violence contrary to the laws of this country and the
relationships between its citizens.”

“When women enjoy political rights, Miss, you will be nominated to appear at the head of the
candidates on the electoral list. You speak with a great easiness of elocution, and if my maids
didn't hold you tightly, you would speak even better. In a rally you would win great and
legitimate success. But while waiting for this faraway time, prepare yourselves to be well
whipped.”

“How! How! Do you persist in your loathsome intention? Would you dare to raise that whip
to the offspring of one of the noblest families of England? Do you plan to impose such an
infamous torment to me, Miss Virginia Malville? To me?

“To you, and at this very moment.”



“I repeat, fear my father's vengeance. It will be merciless.”

“Thank you for this concern that you are willing to share with me. But I have something to
reassure you. Let me read this to you… ”

While the maids held the proud girl of Albion by the wrists and shoulders facing the haughty
director, she unfolded a paper and read a proxy in good and due form delivered by Lord
Malville. In this paper the noble Lord declared that by her persistence and her caprice, his
daughter Miss Edith had already given him great worries, that she had tired the patience of her
housekeepers and her professors. That, for these reasons, the noble Lord placed his daughter
in the good care of Lady Flagskin and entirely under her authority, with the latitude to use all
methods of discipline and coercion that she selected as being the most effective in achieving
the desired goal. Signed: Lord Reginald Malville.

“Observe the signature of the noble Lord your father,” said the director while putting the
paper under Virginia’s eyes who was still tightly held between her two guardians.

The signature was undeniable. The girl’s attitude of complete confusion revealed it distinctly.
She had blushed with shame, then a paleness of spite invaded her features. She struck the
floor angrily with her foot and Lady Flagskin said, “You see, your father approves. You…
will be… whipped!” she concluded while chanting those words.

“No! No! I don't want you to!” exclaimed the girl while fighting desperately to escape the
embrace of the two strong maids.

But these were not surprised. They held Miss Virginia as in a vise. And in spite of her threats,
her resistance, they dragged her forward, to the table. They held her there by the shoulders
while Mrs. Eagle and Mrs. Stuart, passing a handkerchief around both of the noble Miss’
wrists, pulled energetically and contributed to greatly consolidate her impotence.

However, like a lioness taken in a trap, Virginia Miss roared again.

“Don't touch me! Beware of having this audacity!”

The director, disdaining to answer her again, carefully raised her skirts. Miss Virginia kicked
with such strength that it would certainly have broken something in Lady Flagskin, if she, on
her guard, had not avoided the blow.

Lady Flagskin continued as if nothing happened. She had raised the skirts and had fixed them
with safety pins to the shoulders of the haughty Miss who, in silence, gave terrifying jerks to
the table and tried again to reach her enemy with her feet.

During this time, the skillful and astute Stella had worked well. She had gone to fetch two
straps with buckles. These were long and strong thongs of leather like those that one uses to
tie travel blankets when they are rolled. As Miss Virginia attempted one of her vain efforts
again, that is she kicked hard like a mare, supported on the table by her elbows, the ingenious
and clever Stella took her leg in one of these thongs which ended in a slipknot. And yanked
up, which finished the discomfiture of the already compromised dignity of the noble Miss,
because she fell heavily forward, Stella hurriedly attached the strap binding her ankle to a leg
of the table. From then on it was only a game for her to seize Miss Virginia’s other leg with
which the same operation was nimbly done.



Lady Flagskin continued her preparations.

The young Miss now exposed to the sight of the whole class her charming legs, vigorous
calves with their fine lines, an incomparably distinguished ankle, and cute narrow feet. She
wore pink silk stockings, small bronze shoes with gold buckles holding a big satin bow. Her
bent over pose made her bottom bulge and its plumpness swelled her cambric knickers
decorated with rich English lace and satin bows. The director endeavored in vain to remove
them. She resolved to use the scissors, which she always had with her, and her hand, armed
with the cutting steel, slipping between the Miss’ immobilized legs, cut thru the cords.

Ah! Such a superb behind! It was ample! The moon was not paler, nor rounder. As these
buttocks appeared majestic in their size and their pearly paleness!

It was a spectacle so august that the bantering class, accustomed to laugh, to ridicule naked
behinds, held its breath. However all pupils, boys and girls, cried when they themselves had to
be whipped, and laughed when others were.

When the torment was underway, their laughter became hysterical. But at this moment, before
this aristocratic behind radiating in its immaculate glory, it was silence that reigned, a
religious silence composed of mercy and admiration.

In what state was one going to see it soon, this imposing behind, when Lady Flagskin’s
ferocity had worked on its incomparable beauty?

The director herself seemed touched with a bizarre and complex emotion, where, certainly,
mercy played no part, nor the fear to which her heart, for a long time, had remained
inaccessible. But her hands trembled slightly, her complexion usually so pale was paler still
and her eyes, with their lids half closed, sparkled. Probably she also admired in silence, but it
was her own form of admiration and that only fortified her in the resolution to place a
sacrilegious hand on these splendors. Until she made the whip perform, the hand was rather
affectionate. It was with a strange sweetness, with infinite care, an incomparable gentleness
that she slipped the knickers down along the legs separated by the astute Stella. This operation
was responsible, because of the lowering of the chemise, for a momentary eclipse of the
nervous white thighs, of the magnificence of this bottom from which the class could not
detach its eyes.

Lady Flagskin in no hurry, after having slipped the knickers down slowly, raised the chemise
no less slowly and attached it, also by pins, as she had done with the skirts, with the exception
that it was pinned to the waist, rather than the shoulders where the skirts had been attached.

This accomplished, she moved back somewhat, like an artist who has just finished the draft of
a work, judging with an inquisitive and expert eye what she is going to be able to produce.

Seeing the director’s proudly satisfied smile one could understand that she was very happy
with what she had done up to now.

In fact, the Miss was ideally positioned to undergo flogging. Tied firmly at both wrists by
handkerchiefs held tightly by two teaching aides, her bust spread on the table, her feet
immobilized by the rigid straps of leather, her naked bottom protruding from the side of the
table presented elevated and with no obstacle to the ardor of the whip. There was nothing that
could oppose the course of the flogging.



The unhappy Miss, still silent, was now at her enemy's complete disposition, a woman who
never had forgiven an insult and didn't seem disposed to begin today.

However, Miss Virginia didn't seem to want to realize her desperate situation. Still silent, she
didn't emit any sound that could indicate discouragement or fear. Her panting testified that she
hadn’t stopped fighting with all of her strength. The two teaching aides had to buttress
themselves while pulling hard on the handkerchiefs to oppose the vigorous contractions of the
young Miss. And the quivering of her thighs, the to-and-fro movement of her bottom revealed
her violent efforts to free her legs, to escape the constraints.

Lady Flagskin noticed these attempts to escape whose pointlessness was not even
questionable. But it didn't antagonize her at all. On the contrary, this small hope that remained
in the heart of the one whom she was, with so much ferocity, to make her victim, should
continue, and this period of constantly growing anguish would end after the first stroke of the
whip in a sensitivity more perfected to suffering, an appetite of docility, a complete and abject
submissiveness.

Therefore, she didn't hurry. Silence reigned, a heavy silence during which one only heard the
panting, the troubled breathing of the condemned thrashing about in her puerile efforts,
silence that a pupil didn't think of disturbing, under the watchful eye of the director.

Finally Lady Flagskin believed it appropriate to begin her usual reprimand.

“You have, Miss, tired the patience of your very honorable father, the noble Lord. After
having mortified the housekeepers that he had committed to your care, tired their devotion,
you must have seemed incorrigible to him. He has nothing to do with this. He confided you to
me, I assumed the task of managing your temperament that appeared indomitable to him, I
took the formal engagement to succeed with it, and, know this, I have never failed in an
engagement. I consider this one serious above all. Therefore, I promise you that you will
leave here subdued, soft as a lamb and more humble than a dog, because I am going to whip
you without mercy. You may shout, implore, and beg for my mercy. I will only stop when my
arm is tired. However I warn you that it is strong. You won't wait much longer to find out.
When I have finished, I want you to crawl to my feet. However, you will not be able to move
to make that gesture. Because I believe that you will be carried away from here clammy and
slack as a dead person, unable to raise your little finger… Ah! You are proud! Do you feel
shame finding your bottom naked, your skirts covering your head, exposed to the mockeries
of the entire class?”

Here the table underwent a violent jolt. Because Miss Virginia had just made a supreme effort
to deliver herself. But the two mistresses held tight and the straps were of tested leather. This
mad attempt was the Miss’ only answer to the director's castigation that, after some seconds
of waiting, continued, “Don't you want to answer? So be it! You will confess your mistakes in
a little while. Make your efforts to escape. It pleases me. Your ties are strong. You cannot
escape me. You are absolutely in my power. I can do precisely with you what my good
pleasure dictates to me. And I want you to remember this day all your life. I want it to be an
indelible date in your memory of which you cannot think without quivering. I want your pride
to leave under the whip. Not only won't I treat you tactfully, but I want to deliver an excess of
severity. I want you to scream, your imploring voice, broken by pain to beg me. You refused
to answer my question. You are going to regret your mad persistence. You will apologize to
me for it with tears and screams. But I won't forgive you. Your behind will pay me dearly for



all your impertinences. Overnight, it is necessary for you to become the most modest pupil in
my establishment.”

At this moment Miss Virginia gave so furious a jolt that the table turned over. But the
teaching aides did not release their holds. They remained hanging on to the handkerchiefs,
and they were lying on the edge of the table, legs in air, in front of Miss Virginia who was
standing. But what should have freed the Miss was reason for her irretrievable misfortune.
She remained standing but unable to slip the straps that held her legs out along the table’s
legs. It is true that it was blessing in disguise. Otherwise the table would have been on her
body with the whole weight of the two teaching aides.

She would have been crushed. Nevertheless she enjoyed this half-victory, and knowing what
held her legs, she was trying to remove herself from it, when the director on one side, Stella
on the other, righted the table so suddenly that the Miss carried away by the shock returned to
her original position. But the two teaching aides fell roughly on their posteriors, however
without having released the handkerchiefs with which they held the captive.

So everything back in order; Lady Flagskin, wanted to allow Miss the time to ruminate on all
the bitterness of this new disappointment.

She told her, “Courage! Add your new mistakes to your former ones. All will be counted
against you. Your resignation could have caused me to somewhat ease the terrifying
punishment that I intend to inflict on you. But your persistence made me see that all
compassion would be unseemly. So that repentance penetrates your soul, it is necessary that
nothing remains of the skin of your behind. Be calm, I am in charge of scraping it clean. This
whip will scrape you as if it was a knife. I want blood to flow in streams, down your thighs to
your heels. Since we have treated you gently up to now, it is justice that, with a stroke, all
gentleness is banished.

The girl grinded her teeth more, when Lady Flagskin, after this beautiful speech, calmly and
with a lot of solemnity, decided to begin the execution.

It took one minute, sixty deadly seconds, during which the breath of the entire class was
suspended again. These last preparations, so moving, seemed to last a whole lifetime.

The Lady was standing back. Then she came closer. To judge the distance better, she spread
her arm. The quivering tip of the heavy courbache touched, probably tickled Miss Virginia’s
imposing bottom that wriggled under the outrage with a new frantic impetus. But this time the
table was not shaken.

Finally the first stroke fell.

The Lady raised her arm, and, from the top, she lashed hard. A terrifying contraction agitated
the Miss’ body. But she must have clenched her teeth with all her strength. Because no
scream answered the awful horsewhip’s terrifying attack. However, the stroke was painful
beyond all expression. Everyone had heard the dull noise of the whip against flesh, and on the
beautiful bulging bottom, all across the buttocks, a livid streak, turning red nearly
immediately, marked the bruised place.



Lady Flagskin had a movement of anger, seeing that this attack had not provoked a scream, or
a complaint. Then she had shrugged her shoulders. She knew that Miss had to end up losing
control, that no courage could resist the courbache. She resumed.

But the Miss did not condescended to give any significant sign of the atrocious suffering that
she was enduring.

Was the Lady going to be rewarded for her outlay of cruelty?

With the astonishment that painted itself on her face, from her pinched lips, her wrathful eyes,
one could have believed that she considered it.

However her experience could leave her no doubt about it. And in spite of the cruelty of her
strokes, it seemed to the pupils that she didn't use all of her strength.

What was her plan?

What incited her to curb this visible anger?

One was going to learn. One soon saw that by a sophistication of perfidy, she had simply
delayed the instant of the first lament to return one infinitely sadder, more moving.

However, everywhere where she had hit, stripes of coppery pink intersected and already the
trace of the first stroke had become an awful roll of flesh that rose on the magnificent, the
splendid behind whose whiteness was so glaring.

At this moment, the Lady moving herself back brought the tip of the courbache to the floor
and with a sharp movement of her wrist, she threw a stroke from bottom to top, between the
gap of the legs.

Immediately a horrible inhuman scream sprang from the oppressed breast of the poor tortured
wretch.

After this pitiless stroke, came another, thrown in the same way, striking the same place and
one heard the raucous voice, the anguished voice of Miss Virginia.

“Forgiveness! Oh! Forgiveness… ”

“We will decide in a little while, Miss, if it is necessary to forgive you.”

A third stroke, reaching the sensitive mucous membrane, arrived at its destination.

“Oh! Stop! Please!… Finish… I can’t stand anymore! Oh! I will die. It is certain! Mercy!”

“Didn't I tell you, Miss?”

“Oh! Please! All… Everything that you want! I will do it! Milady! My dear, my good Milady,
have mercy.”

“I warned you, Miss, that I would not have any mercy.”



“Oh! You are killing me!”

“No! But you will have more strokes. Blood hasn’t flown up to now. But I will make it
come.”

She stood on the side, and making herself taller on tiptoe, raising the courbache high, she
delivered a great stroke across the buttocks.

The poor Miss exhaled an agonizing scream, a true scream of agony.

“There is some variety,” said Lady Flagskin. “In a little while, when it swells, I will hit it
there, it will burst and blood will flow.”

The pathetic Miss, crazy with pain and absolutely terrorized, replied in a raucous, hoarse,
indistinct voice, with senseless words that one didn't understand even more because she mixed
them with screams and sobs.

The director challenged her, “Well! Are you still proud, Miss?”

“Oh! Oh! No!”

“I hope that is true. Are you now disposed to obey me in everything?”

“Oh! Oh! Yes!”

“I believe it. I also believe that you won't lose the respect that you must have for me. Here is
more to engrave the memory of it in your mind. I will keep my promises! Here is blood,
beautiful red blood that springs from your behind. And I continue… ”

The roll of flesh from the previous stroke had just burst, and if blood didn't spring, as the
Lady predicted probably to increase the terror, none the less, it oozed.

If it was the director's intention to increase the terror, she had fully succeeded.

Probably, at this moment, if the two teaching aides had not held firmly to the handkerchiefs
rolled up around her wrists, the poor Miss would have fallen backwards, her torso dragged by
the weight of her heavy posterior. It was indeed true, she had passed out. One could see it
from the fact that she remained inert under the stroke that followed. And there was no scream,
no moan, just the silence of death.

The Lady, in similar cases, immediately ceased the torment, and the most energetic and tender
treatment were lavished.

It was the same this time.

The two robust maids who a short time ago had contributed so mightily to defeat the
resistance that the Miss presented to her attackers, these two maids that the Lady had sent
back out of the room as soon as the victim's wrists were tied in the teaching aides
handkerchiefs, these two maids, that she had been ordered to wait at the door, were recalled.



The Lady had made Miss Virginia breathe smelling salts. With a weak scream, she had
opened the eyes. She shot a stray look around and she shed a torrent of tears.

The two maids took her one under the armpits, the other by the feet. In this way, they carried
her out of the room, leaving the whole class in a silent and indescribable agitation, because
terror and a murmuring in the senses predominated in the varied emotions.

CHAPTER SIX

For several days, the Miss was very sick. Lying on her stomach in bed, she shouted in fear
when the maids raised the covers with the charitable goal of anointing her damaged behind
with ointments.

I was healed before her. It is true that my thrashing was only a trifle in comparison of the one
that the Lady had inflicted on her, doubtlessly with the goal of breaking this haughty character
with one stroke.

Therefore, I was in class when she returned there.



What sweetness! What modesty! How strangely this apprehensive self-effacement contrasted
with the earlier disdainful looks! She seemed to be afraid to awaken the least attention.

When the director appeared in the class, all our looks converged toward Miss Virginia. She
trembled like a leaf in the wind, she lowered her head and her face was strangely pale.

Lady Flagskin waived at her to follow. She immediately obeyed.

When she came back she was even paler, had difficulty sustaining herself, and her thin waist
appeared again a lot thinner. Clearly she had been dressed in a tight laced corset. Also, she
had abandoned her gracious buckled shoes, for tall ankle boots with very high heels that were
strongly arched.

Soon we all were informed as to what had happened, because we were curious, and the maids
were talkative.

The director was perhaps the only one who believed that something could be hidden in this
curious boarding school, this house of mystery.

And yet… did she believe it?

When Miss Virginia, obedient to the director’s imperative gesture, had followed her, it was as
if she was hypnotized. She walked with a stiff step and, her legs, visibly escaping under her,
had difficulty supporting her.

It was like that when she arrived to the director’s office, where, when the door closed, she
threw herself on her knees before the dangerous Lady Flagskin and religiously took the hem
of the director's dress between her hands and drew it to her lips. The director, taking the
garment from her gently, said, “Don't go from one excess to another. First too proud, now you
are too humble. Stand up, sit there and listen to me attentively.”

The Miss, a bit speechless, sat down on the edge of the chair, in a most contrite way.

“This is, Miss, what I have to tell you. I regret having to use the whip to tame you. I hope and
I believe that the lesson bore fruit. You won't again force me to make you undergo so
terrifying a punishment…”

Here, Lady Flagskin was interrupted in her speech, by a crisis of tears and sobs that agitated
Miss Virginia with the memory of that which she had endured. In an imploring voice, she
shouted, “Oh! no. Never. Ah! Milady, it was indeed terrifying.”

“Did you deserve it?”

“Yes, Milady!” said the poor Miss, lowering her eyes while an intense redness covered her
face, an instant earlier so pale.

“It is good to confess one’s mistakes.”

She looked at Miss Virginia with concentrated attention and said, “Listen to me carefully.
When you arrived, presented by the noble Lord, your father, I only needed an instant to assess
you. You have very considerable qualities, Miss, unfortunately quite suppressed by a



deplorable education. I had foreseen that I had to start first with a serious whipping. Now that
is done. I am certain of your docility.”

Here, the Miss, bursting again into tears and sobs, exclaimed, “Certainly, Milady.”

But the director, with a hand signal, silenced her and proclaimed, “First, learn to not to
interrupt. For a girl, nothing is more unseemly, and it is very imprudent. Know how to listen
until the end to whatever one is saying.”

After a short pause, to insure that the lesson was learned, she said, “Therefore, I first resorted
to the whip, otherwise you would not have obeyed my orders and given the deference that I
require of all my pupils. I spoke of your remarkable qualities a moment ago. You are very
intelligent, I am sure of it, and you will learn with the greatest of ease. Also, you have an
admirable body! You are very beautiful, Miss, but your beauty has been neglected.”

She had approached Miss Virginia’s chair and bending down she took her foot in her hands,
with a pout of disdain she removed the shoe, and her fingers caressed the sole of her foot
through the fine mesh silk stocking.

The Miss laughed nervously, and exclaimed, “Ah! Milady, stop, you are tickling me.”

The director didn't appear to hear and continuing her game, touching the ankle and her agile
fingers climbed up to the firm calf and rebounded.

“Those shoes! What idea to wear those shoes, like a maid, whereas this elegant and vigorous
leg would be better displayed in a very high ankle boot, a narrow and elongated ankle boot in
fine kidskin, with polished tips, with high heels that would lift you up and would be worthy of
the arch of this charming foot! Certainly, in a little while, you will wear this ankle boot. I have
had them made for you, by measuring your shoes, taking into account that they must be too
large, stretched from use.”

“Oh! Certainly not, Milady!”

“I already told you not to interrupt me, Miss, especially avoid contradicting me.”

“Yes, Milady! But what are you doing? Oh! Please let me be! Ah! Finish then!”

Milady felt the knickers, above the thighs, and she said while shrugging her shoulders, “The
idea! What a corset! This busk! It doesn't have any rigidity, it is flabby, it is soft, a busk must
be hard and stiff.”

Her fingers didn't stop at feeling it. Miss Virginia, her head backwards, her neck swollen,
laughed hysterically.

Milady, moving herself back, said, “It is necessary for you to remove all those rags right away
and put on these clothes. You should have noticed; this establishment has a uniform. We all
are devoted to the worship of muslin. It is cool, it is gracious and quite appropriate for girls,
while your silk dress is very pretentious. I repeat, it is necessary for you to become
accustomed to modesty. It is a woman's most beautiful quality. The one that the men first
looks for in us. It is essential that your lingerie is very tidy. What is more attractive than a thin
waist? Only it gives the grace and lightness that distinguish us from men. Both a comfortable



and correct bearing only come from the use of a very tight corset. Ultimately it is the corset
that makes civilized women superior; without it, the prettiest woman appears heavy and
massive, which gives an unrefined impression. It doesn't only give elegance and beauty. It
forms behavior. It allows some to display their grace if it is present, it corrects those for whom
it is deficient, but on the condition that it is well tightened. Who would want a tool like the
one you are wearing? This ridiculous busk, this flabby whalebone cannot act as support as
you can see since I can easily bend it with my fingers. You see, dear Miss, it is as if you are
not tightened at all. This must change immediately.”

While speaking, she did what she said, her fingers got under the corset, tickled the Miss’
sides, and she twisted with painful laughter.

“Undress, Miss, so that I may see you in all the burst of your beauty.”

If some days earlier, some minutes only, before the noteworthy thrashing, a similar order had
been given to the haughty Miss, it would have only made her laugh, disdainfully and
sardonically.

Her undress?

It was incumbent on her maids to perform this duty. Why does one have maids, when one is
girl of noble family, other than to make them serve, each according to her assignments? And
when the maid is missing, all other woman can and must fill the office if they are placed
lower on the social ladder.

Probably, then, these thoughts would have hit Miss Virginia’s brain and she would not have
failed to communicate them to Lady Flagskin and made her observe that she was able to and
had to serve as a maid, to her, a Malville, a house older and more powerful than the Flagskins,
noble as they were.

At the moment, Miss Virginia didn't think of that and didn't feel this reluctance that would
certainly have come to her to get in state of nudity, before any woman other than a maid.

Very submissively she sat down, first removed the other shoe, the one that the director had
left on her foot.

Then she unfastened her dress. And by a return to the past, keeping her old habits, she threw
the garment to flight, without even watching if it fell in an appropriate place.

But the stern director immediately reprimanded her, “One of a woman's main qualities is
order and care. You happen to be beautiful and rich, if you were deprived of these qualities,
your future would be uncertain. A man knows it perfectly well and he makes the disorganized
and wasteful woman unhappy. Go get that dress that you have, with so little thought, thrown
in a corner. Collect it, fold it carefully and put it on the back of this chair. And see that I don't
have to make any more such observations. Is that understood?”

The perplexed and confused Miss whispered, “Yes, Milady.”

She removed her small petticoat, then, with the greatest ease, her corset; the fine cambric
knickers, garnished with satin ribbons, followed. They slipped along her thighs, stopped for
an instant at her calves, and spread around her cute feet. The Miss stopped to look at it. Lady



Flagskin noticed with kindness, “I understand your hesitation. For a girl, it is a distressing
feeling to have to remove her knickers in the presence of another person. However, it is
necessary to surmount this feeling. Let's go, courage my dear Miss.”

The girl, electrified by these loving words, resolutely stepped out of the knickers and the
petticoat that spread around. And as she had done with all her others clothes, after Lady
Flagskin’s rough injunction when she had thrown her dress carelessly, she arranged them on
the chair, with meticulous care.

All that remained on Miss’ naked skin was a chemise and a light silk knit. The chemise
slipped, held for two seconds by the size of the hips. And the director's accommodating hands
made it fall. In her impatience, Lady Flagskin, forgetting to think of her dignity, descended to
the role of a maid. She even went so far as to seize the narrow sleeve of the knit, so that the
Miss could get take it off more easily.

Then, in silence, she started considering her aristocratic pupil with charmed eyes.

There was much to see.

It was impossible to imagine a stern academy more attractive in its correction than this big
stretched out body, slender without gauntness, denoting in all her attitudes a flexible and
vigorous grace.

The complexion was white and pink, a quick and generous blood showed on the surface of the
skin that was of an incomparable fineness, of one slim and polished grain. It was the English
complexion, the epidermis of these "Keepsakes" that British girls send themselves on



Valentine’s Day. A stream of gold gleaming, the fleece of gold even, opulent and shaggy,
such was the hair of this blond Venetian in the mists of London that was closed to the lagoons
of Venice. A cute mouth, well designed, with a pure red bow, as red as cherries or an iron hot
from the fire. As for the color of the eyes, it was indefinable, changing following the
impression, or the angle of light, or its intensity. They were at times gray, gray as the sea
when it raises its waves under a stormy sky driven by the angry north wind. Then they
became black, darker than the impenetrable gulfs. And if one looked again at them, one was
astonished to see them blue as the moist and calm azure of the periwinkles that open their
petals to the tepid and affectionate breeze of the spring.

But if the color was attractive, what could one say of the lines?

They were elegant and temperate. Because, simultaneously slender and fleshy, Miss Virginia
had a marvelous body, nothing too much, nothing too little, neither parsimony nor coarse
abundance. Delicate and vigorous, the tips of her firm breasts raised proudly skywards, two
forest strawberries on snowballs. Her bosom seemed made to wear Minerva’s breastplate, her
arms were those of the Spartan wrestler as Greek statuary revealed this beauty to us. As for
her legs, they were formed identically to Diane's noble legs.

In short, this incomparable girl of the Lords summarized in her the various beauties of the
three goddesses who, on Mount Ida asked the shepherd Paris to choose the most beautiful
among them. Because Miss Virginia offered the disturbing seduction of Venus, she seemed
proud as Juno and touched with a comforting and stern charm like the wise Minerva.

If I make use of this mythological pathos, it is because I am repeating the director's laudatory
terms.

Because Lady Flagskin, while carefully examining Miss Virginia, around whom she rotated
constantly, made use of all these admiring terms and other complementary ones that I won't
repeat. Because under the influence of an emotion that transformed her, forgetting her
customary hypocrisy, she lingered on small details that she informally assigned very common
names, using very characteristic words.

Miss Virginia blushed strongly, which added an additional charm to her vivid beauty. She
didn't move, or hardly, except when it was necessary so that from the fleeing line of her neck
where the downy hair gleamed in the sun to her pink heel moved and made all her
incomparable beauties worthwhile.

The director had put a compassionate hand on the firm round bottom and said, “There are no
marks there at all. Certainly I didn't ever intend to spoil such a work of art. If I had hit with all
my strength with the heavy and rough courbache, one would now see slashes in this adorable
flesh similar to saber strokes, awful scars would dishonor this lily white skin. I am pleased…
Very pleased… Ah, Virginia, I want you to be the happiest of women, because I want to bring
you to this perfection of which the Holy Scriptures speak… Yes, I want… “

While speaking, she had surrounded the naked and yielding body with her arms, and, her lips
glued to the Miss’ lips, she filled her with her burning breath.

She led her toward the big couch to make her more comfortable.

“See, I am not badly formed, even compared to you.”



Never, with any of her pupils, had the director appeared so loving. If she customarily
restrained the free course of her vice, if she didn't force the bursts of her passion on anyone, it
was thru perfect control of herself, a grand authority over her actions and her words. She
delivered herself to the worse excesses while speaking of morals. And it was not the least
condiment of her infernal cuisine. Her victims were puzzled and didn’t know what to believe.
Mixing what she said and what she did, the pupils, sometimes, seemed convinced that Lady
Flagskin was a saint, although immediately she was charged with causing them to doubt it.

But now there was nothing like that.

Under the scholarly attacks of the astute mistress of the boarding school, Miss Virginia came
to an until then unknown turmoil. Unconsciously she returned the fiery kisses that she
received.

The same sensation of madness seized her. It was even more. It was an extraordinary delirium
that she didn't even try to master, a furious craziness that pushed the two women in each
other’s arms to detach themselves and to look at themselves with delighted eyes. Then, after
having contemplated their charms with a sort of frenzy, to fully embrace them, then for
another instant, to nervously skim their august charms with their finger tips. They ate their fill
of the spectacle of such a grand splendor spread without veils.

The director was the first to recover from this sacred delirium. She spoke her habitual words
in a slow and composed voice; the declaration was in agreement with her customary
dissimulation.

“It is not enough to be beautiful, Miss. You cannot appear like this in a salon. In our country,
the finest in the world, one doesn't jest with their modesty. Décolletage is accepted throughout
the world. A skillful girl, pure and immaculate as she is, can very well, while hiding them
under light gauze, reveal her nipples to a waltzer who becomes intoxicated with her perfume
that brings up this “smorgasbord of temptations", expressed by a French writer who I will
make you read, M. Alexander Dumas, an honest and conscientious author. Arms may also
appear naked. However, in my opinion, they are a lot more appetizing when one hides them
under very tight black gloves. A little skin above the elbow is all that they show. And that is
enough to seduce a man. If I come back to that insistently, it is because, ultimately, a woman's
path to assuring her happiness is to clinch a man's desire to her beauty. They have the
muscles, the brutal predominance, but we have the seduction that softens them. Let's learn
how use it well. You are, my dear Miss, of an attractive size. To say it better, if they were
only to make you appear taller, high heels would be perfectly useless for you. But they don't
only contribute by increase your height. They also give a charming solemnity to the gait, a
genuine cautiousness, in harmony with the shyness that the strong sex imposes on us; and,
marvelous contradiction, at the same time they make us appear bold, which encourages those
who might be put off by excessive shyness. The very tall ankle boot on the one hand gives the
impression of a proud and imperious beauty made to trample hearts and on the other hand is
like a sign of slavery the one that our choice or his masterly energy imposed on us. Do I need
to alert you that your narrow aristocratic foot would benefit by wearing a long and tight ankle
boot? How much would your arch support improve thru the curve of the ankle boot, your foot
being put there in such a way that the heel would be placed much higher than the toes? Note
that these heels are well hollowed out. Dubarry didn't wear more cleverly constructed shoes.
Confess that these ankle boots that are destined for you are real jewelry or, to say it better, are
the ideal cases to perfectly present the treasures that they will enclose. Here they are, dear
Miss, first put on your stockings. Yours are quite fine, but it is necessary to accept the rules of



the house. Of course, instead of filoselle, I chose silk for you. See how flexible this cloth is. It
is amply worthy for your stockings. Put them with care, pull them tightly, because, as you
know, it is one of the primordial rules that stockings must be are pulled tight, without a
crease.”

Docilely the girl, sitting on the edge of the couch, crossed one leg over the other and carefully
slipped on a stocking. Lady Flagskin regarded her with an understanding and amused eye,
because she was very charming like that, with an informal beauty. And they were not the least
of the appeals of the splendid Miss, these sudden changes in the various expressions of her
incomparable beauty. When she had put on both stockings, with all the care that had been so
urgently advised, she took the ankle boots from the director's hands.

It didn't go easily. The director had decided that the small shoes that Miss Virginia had the
habit of wearing had sagged. She had, consequently, given her orders to the shoemaker who
had made the ankle boots narrower. And the poor Miss Virginia perspired while pursuing the
solution of a problem that logic declares insoluble: to place into a container a bigger content.
But women brave logic and almost always end up victorious. With small very delightful
grimaces, big sighs, some small screams, a lot of fierceness, even some tears, the beautiful
aristocrat, hitting the heel against floor firmly, like an impatient mare scrapes the ground,
succeeded in getting one foot lodged in an ankle boot. She stopped for a moment, out of
breath. Then resolutely she endeavored to put on the other, while declaring that it was horribly
tight, that it hurt her, and that she could never walk with such narrow, uncomfortable ankle
boots.

Lady Flagskin assumed her stern tone, “It is necessary to know how to suffer to be beautiful.
These ankle boots fit you delightfully. See how this foot presents itself marvelously, with
your tense leg proudly displaying its calf. In a little while, when you have buttoned them, it
will be even better. Then you will thank me. What you will perhaps notice and will give you a
moderating impetus, will be a slight pain. You will only feel it in the beginning. Soon the
leather will stretch and your foot will adapt. It will be a source of great pride for you to be so
well shod. It is an essential point. There! What did I tell you?

The pretty Miss had indeed succeeded in putting on both ankle boots, and standing before the
couch on which she alternately put her feet, an irreverence that the stern director would not
have tolerated from any of her other pupils, she carefully buttoned them.

And in this pose, wearing only black silk stockings and these high ankle boots whose polished
tips caught the light, her copious bottom jutting out, her back narrow at the base, large at the
shoulders, similar to a flower on an inverted chalice, it was simply all superb.

As it was with a light sigh of regret that the Lady indicated to her with a finger the fine canvas
chemise arranged for her on the chair with her other clothes with which she had to dress
herself.

And the director breathed a great sigh while seeing this admirable bust, these snowy thighs,
this incomparable bottom all eclipsed.

However, seen thus in her chemise, Miss Virginia remained seductive. And her aristocratic
pride, the modesty acquired under the whip, and her virginal ingenuousness, all of these
disparate impressions making a harmonious whole resulting in an inexpressible charm that the



director tasted with a connoisseur’s perversity that experience and selection allowed for
recognition of the best.

After another mute and admiring contemplation, Lady Flagskin said, “It is going well! The
ankle boots fit you delightfully. Admire them again. You will never value them enough for
the part that they play in heightening your splendor. Knickers and chemises are necessary for
the feminine toilet. But we now arrive at the main object. Whatever importance I attach to
ankle boots, I place them below the corset, this without any ridiculous double entendre. On
this subject, I must tell you… you have just smiled and it was because of an erroneous
interpretation of my words. Therefore, accustom yourselves to hear everything, not only
without interrupting, but also without giving any mark of approval or disapproval, in a word,
without betraying any emotion. The only politeness, and it is strictly required, is deep
attention. Don't forget it.”

“No, Milady.”

“Do you understand the importance?”

“Perfectly, Milady.”

“Fine, I believe that the whip did you a world of good. Do you agree?”

“Certainly, Milady.”

“However I won't push the requirement so far as wanting you to thank me for it. Probably you
would not gladly endorse it that much. Right?”

The two women started laughing. The Lady very freely, Miss Virginia with a small forced
laughter into which entered a good deal of fright and complaisance that fear dictated to her.

She was right to fear, the poor Miss.

If the astute director had at this moment evoked the smarting memory of the thrashing so
cruelly managed with the terrifying courbache, it was not unintentional.

She had the goal of really penetrating into Miss’ mind, in case the least desire of rebellion still
remained there, that it was quite indispensable for her to submit to discipline, to the
intolerable constraint of the corset, if she didn't want a second session of the horrible flogging
that had put her unhappy buttocks in such bad shape.

Miss Virginia understood and her apprehension of what this corset could mean took on
strange proportions.

Reality overtook expectation.

She had obtained a corset prepared by a real artist of a corsetiere. That was indisputable. The
form responded to the subject. This one, contrary to those worn by the other boarders who had
to be content with strong canvas, was of fine and rare silk brocade. It was provided with
numerous whalebones and a steel busk that, at first sight, seemed quite rigid, this very arched
corset was of a suppleness that transcended the imagination. First of all, in the Miss’ hands it
didn't seem to her to be anything dangerous. But as soon as she had arranged it on her bust



and she tried to join the two sides with the goal of lacing them, the difficulties began. Despite
her persistence, she could not even begin.

The Lady, with a curious and rather malevolent eye, followed the failure of her vain attempts,
but without intervening.

Stomach sucked in, arms raised, Miss Virginia exhausted herself. To regain her breath she
paused, to take up the impossible task again. She wanted to attach the two sides, to return to
the broader game.

“Ah! That is wrong!” exclaimed the Lady.

“Then, how do I do it?”

“Do it boldly, without softness, without fear of pinching your skin. What! Don't you know
how to put on a corset?”

“This corset is extraordinary.”

“It is you that is extraordinary.”

Lowering the head, then raising it, again Miss Virginia persisted with no more success.

The Lady said with a menacing tone. “I believe it will be spoiled.”

But the Miss, with a sulky tone, replied, “It is impossible!”

She held the corset in her hand, undecided as to what she should do.

Lady Flagskin came to stand directly in front of her and, with a fixed stare and quivering lip,
she declared, “You are going to put it together!”

But the girl, irritated by the pointlessness of her efforts, exploded in sobs and in tears.

“I can’t! I can’t!”

“Yes! You can!”

“I tell you that I cannot.”

“You mean that you don't want to.”

“Oh!”

“There is no ‘Oh!’ nor ‘Ah! ‘ without exception. I will give you two minutes to put it on.”

And with a meaningful air, the director went to the drawer of the big cabinet where the
birches were in rows. She searched there, making them murmur, as the leaves downwind of a
storm when they whirled and collide in alarm. At this sinister noise, the poor Miss Virginia
was not less alarmed and her teeth clashed together, causing her to bite her tongue. What she



felt from this accident was commonplace, but very painful! And it made her open her hands.
The corset fell to the ground.

The unfortunate Miss, dismayed by this new misfortune the consequences of which she
dreaded, let herself go on a sofa and, her face in her hands, and started crying bitterly.

To add to her tribulation, the peppery director, who had chosen a long and thin birch, tapering
in a frightening manner, waved it and it made a terrifying hiss while cutting the air.

The Miss’ sobs doubled but she didn't by any means attempt to leave her pose of desolation to
renew the interrupted work.

However the Lady asked her, “Well! Will you try again?”

The Miss shouted, revolted by the injustice, “It is impossible and you know it.”

Deciding on conciliation, Lady Flagskin said again, “Do you want us to try together?”

“You may try, but it is too narrow.”

“Be certain!”

“Oh! You could whip me to death and it would not serve to fasten this corset.”

“We are going to see. I offered you my help, which I never do. You refused it. I will help you
all the same, but it won't be without having whipped you first. It is also right that you learn
the difference between the birch and the courbache. If that one is more ferocious, these are
incomparably more treacherous.

“Leave me alone! Leave me alone! I don't want to be whipped again. I prefer this corset.”

“You will first be whipped. Certainly you will put on this corset and I will help you. But since
you challenged me to whip you to death, I will accept the challenge. It is not my habit to
ignore such bravado. You were once again impertinent, in spite of my goodness, it is
necessary that you be punished. Let's go, kneel down there, before the couch. Put your face
there. Like that! Yes! Raise your chemise and hold it in your hand. Beware of letting it fall or
moving your hands to protect your buttocks.”

The pathetic Miss, moaning and shouting, "Mercy," promptly and carefully obeyed the orders
that were made to her. This docility, this resignation charmed the director, while providing her
the proof that henceforth, the girl, not long ago so haughty, had been tamed forever by the
courbache, appeared malleable to the highest degree, all set to execute her mistress' orders,
and later her master’s, with abject submissiveness.

She was therefore there, bowing humbly on her knees, her buttocks high, all ready to undergo
the punishment for her mistake, so light, and so understandable.

The director advanced without letting herself be moved by so many charms, rather animated
at the sight of this big posterior that, by no means reflecting the anxiety that agitated the
unhappy Miss, rather seemed to deride Lady Flagskin. When first touched by the waved birch,
the bottom immediately shuddered and wriggled as if shocked by an electric current.



Then, without letting herself be disarmed by the protests, the tears and the screams of the
moaning Miss, Lady Flagskin whipped her with her usual careful hand, with calmness and the
method that was well known to her, and also with all her vigor. She could allow this use of
force that she had undertaken without fearing of damaging the beautiful behind, because she
had chosen the longest and lightest of the birches. Six cool birch sprigs, chosen with
discernment among many branches, the fine and thin branches had a suppleness and a
flexibility without equal, and they composed a masterpiece, due to the director's expert work.

It was without doubt the ideal birch to awaken a thousand intolerable stings, the most painful
twinges, proper to attract blood at the periphery, to pour the lava streams of passion, to fire it
with an irresistible ardor. But its work had to stop there and not penetrate farther. This whip
could not act truly as an instrument of cruel correction. It could not burst skin, cut into flesh,
and make blood flow. It was a whip of cruelty in love as the most tender of the lovers had to
dream to possess so as to soften its mistress; because it was simultaneously sting and caress
and did better to inspire love than fear.

However this birch rustled, hissed like a nest of vipers. Under its bites, the beautiful Miss
shook, wriggled her big behind with contortions that greatly pleased the mischievous Lady.

Under her efforts the pearly skin veined itself with furrows that turned the livid white to vivid
pink. The superb bottom, so impertinent moments earlier, now seemed to blush with
confusion.

The poor Miss didn't shout less from them than if one wanted to kill her; she would not resist
showing that it hurt her. These protests, she mixed with sighs of agony, vast whining,
desperate screams that left the prudent Lady Flagskin perfectly unmoved.

She entertained herself too much with her cruel game to quit it for quite a while.

On the contrary, she persisted with growing pleasure. But her excitement didn't make her lose
anything of the scholarly and efficient technique, to which her hand was accustomed thru long
experience, and frequent exercise.

She had first stood on the right and had whipped the buttocks on all their length. Now she
stood on the left and operated in the same way.



Next she had picked up a singular instrument that she had deposited within reach before
beginning the punishment.

It was a short stick of ebony more or less a foot long and finished at both ends like a pitchfork
with a strap to buckle. That is what she inserted adroitly between the legs of the poor Miss
who could not see anything of what she did to her and didn't quiver knowing what was going
to follow.

She had reason to tremble.

Lady Flagskin attached the straps to the knees of the victim so that the two pitchforks forced
her legs apart and now the victim was in her position with no possibility of doing anything to
get back on her feet.

Having made these preparations, the Lady stood behind the beaten one and pushed a hand on
her neck, then mercilessly, in spite of the strident screams of the unfortunate Miss, in spite of
her vain efforts to escape, she began with all her vigor, to whip the inverted triangle.

The screaming birch twisted and the Miss twisted from this cruel attack.

In vain in shreds of interrupted sentences she protested that she preferred the courbache, in
vain she protested that this was too much; in vain she implored the pitiless director to finish
stroking her, not to make her suffer like this. However, she had to undergo this refined
torment as long as it pleased Lady Flagskin, who only stopped when her arm tired.



It is enough to say that the thrashing lasted a long time. The miserable Miss Virginia, deader
than alive, was finally ridded of this short stick, of this bizarre tool that had hindered her legs
during the torment, and had forced her to undergo it, without being able to do anything to
avoid the irritating attacks of the biting birch.

With maternal care, the director took the mournful Miss Virginia in her arms and spread her
on the couch, where, with her arm on her face, she cried in a manner to soften the most
insensible heart.

Was the wild Lady Flagskin tamed?

In any case, it is known that she took a small bottle of very old sherry, which she uncorked
with the respect that this venerable wine was due for its age and its qualities, that she filled
two glasses very precisely with it and that, keeping one, handed the other to the beautiful
tearful girl, and merely said, “Toast!”

The astounded Miss removed the hand from her face and she looked with a stupid expression
at this fine crystal glass in which gleamed, with the hot tones of burnt topaz, a liquid whose
nature she didn't suspect, since at the moment and under the influence of the whip everything
looked black to her.

In a tense voice, she asked, “Is this the continuation of your mistreatment? Are you now
thinking about poisoning me?”

With a smile of commiseration and indulgence for so much innocence, the director, in a
manner of an answer, brought her lips to the glass that she had reserved for the Miss, drank an
ample amount and smacked her lips in a sign of contentment.

The girl, ashamed of her ridiculous suspicion, imitated what she saw done and found herself
very well. In addition to instilling a new vigor in her by dissipating the exhaustion produced
by the pain, this generous wine scorched her blood, made it flow with a devouring fire that
increased in notable proportions the excitement of her nerves, so well awakened by Lady
Flagskin’s skillful thrashing.

The brilliant pink eyes where the tears had not yet dried sparkled with dewdrops like
diamonds, Lady Flagskin, touched by so much sweetness, by so many charms, could not keep
from giving her a kiss that the adorable Miss immediately returned with interest.

There was another prolonged talk on this couch, where the two women lingered on the most
pleasant subjects.

But the obstinate director returned to her first idea.

“Now, very dear, we are going to work together so that you may put on this corset.

The broken Miss implored, “Mercy, I beg you!”

“You silly little thing! It is for your own good.”

“My good, it is to find myself like this. Next to you, at ease, free in my movements; it is an
infinite well-being. Naughty! Naughty! I kiss your beautiful so cruel and so good hand.”



“Baby!” Sighed the director.

“Your baby! Would you like? You will be my beloved mom. But, I implore you, don't whip
me anymore like today.”

“You are going to be whipped in an instant and in the same way, if you don't rise to put on the
corset.”

“Oh!”

With a jump the girl was standing. She ran to take the corset and, with pursed lips, the sucked
in stomach, holding her breath, she was probably about to start the vain contortions again,
when the director came to her aid.

She stood behind her pupil and, raising her knee against the copious bottom, with two hands
she pulled the two sides of the corset against the waist and made them slip along the sides.

One moment Miss Virginia believed that it was almost together.

But in her satisfaction she took the liberty of breathing, a function that she had momentarily
suspended.

All had to restart.

The Lady, who had felt her fingers pulled back by the irresistible strength of the Miss’
breathing, became angry again and her voice hissed, “Oh! Well! You silly little thing, what
did you do?”

“The most natural thing in the world. Milady, I breathed.”

“I am not in a mood to joke. One must never joke when a task is unfinished.”

The pretty Miss said nothing.

The fruitless effort continued. Because at the moment that the button was engaged in the
hook, Miss Virginia, with an agonizing scream, released everything. It was an excusable
mistake, explained by her distress, she had, along with the button, attached some of her
delicate skin and the pain had broken her hold.

Finally the first hook was attached. But then there were awful screams, because Miss Virginia
swore that while trying to attach the others, the Lady hurt her cruelly while making rolls of
her flesh.

Lady Flagskin agreed to pause again. But it was to ask the Miss coldly if she preferred that
work be continued under the whip. This tenacity of the implacable director appalled the girl to
the highest degree.

She endeavored with more attention to coordinate her efforts with those of the experienced
Lady Flagskin whose fingers kneaded the inelastic fabric as if it had been the most malleable
thing in the world. And always to the detriment of the flesh mercilessly compressed to the
point that the unhappy Miss, understanding the danger of her sighs, held her breath.



They had worked for an hour counting the pauses and the resumptions, when, suddenly, as it
almost always happens in such cases, the hooks and buttons came together as if by a miracle.

The Lady, proudly satisfied as if she had accomplished the most beautiful, the most difficult,
the most noteworthy of masterpieces, asked, “Well?”

Silence answered her.

And the poor Miss’ expression, her paleness, the frightening dilation of her big eyes, her half-
opened mouth from where she exhaled a hissing breath like a leak from a gas pipe, all
together it formed an answer that, was no less eloquent in despite her silence.

But Lady Flagskin’s heart was made of stone.

She said, “You see! You made a big deal of this and it went on all by itself. It even went on
too well. This corset is not tight yet. Come here, so I may put it in good order.”

The poor Miss, with the stride of an automaton, crossed the few feet that separated her from
the director. She walked like a Prussian soldier, without turning her head a millimeter to the
right or to the left, and without, so to speak, bending her knees. From the way in which she
put down her foot and the grimace that accompanied this movement, one could see what she
was enduring from these narrow new ankle boots, these heels that were much too high and
this endless stem of leather that surrounded her ankle and compressed it. But while these
details had their place in the constellation of the pains which were overwhelming the unhappy
Miss, they were trivial compared to the atrocious discomfort of the corset.

Stopped before the director, she made a stiff U turn, with a precision that a soldier of the
German S. M. would have envied.

Lady Flagskin, leaning one of her knees against the superb bottom, put her hands on the laces
and pulled them strongly.





Immediately she declared herself upset by the resistance of Miss’ sides, indeed, they opposed
the director's effort with a very comprehensible spasmodic expansion; these were the lungs
that, in an reflex action, were fighting for their existence; the instinct of self preservation,
stronger than the will to obey, stronger than the fear of the whip, prevailed.

With a sneering laugh, the director pushed her victim toward an angle on the part of a small
piece of furniture. Because she never lacked expedients, Lady Flagskin, with a goal all of
which all was foreseen, difficulties and results. Miss Virginia, like a corpse, yielded to the
impetus.

The small piece of furniture revealed, on a console where it had been screwed, a cute little
capstan quite analogous to the capstan that serves to raise the ship’s anchor when it is going to
start. A strong cord of silk was rolled up there, ending in a steel hook. But the levers to turn
this minuscule capstan were missing. They were absolutely unnecessary.

Lady Flagskin hung Miss Virginia’s corset lace on the steel hook and she pushed on an
electric button. The capstan turned extremely slowly, while the unhappy victim exclaimed in a
faint voice that she felt her bones cracking in her chest.

The capstan kept turning.

Miss Virginia brought her hands to her throat in a desperate gesture, saying, “That burns! I
need air! I’m choking.”



The capstan turned again, but it was still far from having made a complete revolution.

The girl beat the air with her arms. She opened her mouth, but no sound came. Her eyes rolled
upward. A little blood came to the corner of her lips. She fell forward and her face would
have flattened against the floor, if the hook had not held her.

Immediately Lady Flagskin withdrew her finger from the electric button that she pressed and
the capstan stopped turning.

Miss Virginia, unconscious, remained suspended head forward, hands on the floor, feet
against the bottom of the console that supported the capstan.

With remarkable vigor, Lady Flagskin lifted her, detached the hook. Then, taking her in her
arms, she carried her as if she weighed no more that a child, to the big couch where the two
women had been seated a little while earlier.

With vinegar to the temples, Eau de Cologne on the wrists, and volatile alkali under the nose,
Miss Virginia opened her alarmed eyes where a fever gleamed. She was horribly pale and this
paleness disappeared in an instant for an ardent redness that passed like a puff. In a labored
and weepy voice, she said, “Milady, please, release me… I’m choking I can’t do anything.

“Silence! You speak too much! The beginnings are difficult, I know it. But I told you. It is
necessary to know how to suffer to be beautiful. Simply work on controlling your breathing. It
is quite undesirable for a woman of the world to breath like a calf. Only inhale exactly the air



that your lungs need and the hindrance will disappear and you will be marvelously beautiful.
There, straighten yourself, like that! I will help you.”

The unfortunate Miss, hoping that the change in position would bring her some relief, had
attempted to straighten herself and she had again fallen heavily on her back, spread as the
Lady had put her on the couch to make her yield to her.

Now, between the director's robust arms, she straightened herself, everything together, as if
she had been made of wood. She heard buzzing in her ears and the voice of Lady Flagskin
came to her as through a wall. Besides, her vision was blurred. Blood flowing in her eyes lit
big flames that appeared to vanish immediately and then all seemed dark as twilight.

Lady Flagskin said, “You are going to see that you will be beautiful. This corset fits you
delightfully. You are delicious like that, my dear. When you have put on your dress… Not the
silk one that you have just removed… The other, in muslin, in accordance with the rules of
the house, I tell you that once you have put on that dress, made to fit the waist that this corset
creates for you, and you look at yourself in the mirror, you won't recognize yourself… Now
you curse me for making you stand… Do you say no? Don't sketch this pretty gesture of
denial. It is useless… But it will happen one day, and it will be soon, when you will thank me
for having forced you to enhance your charms so well.”

The poor Miss had been stopped from saying whatever it was. She felt her burdened arms like
lead and didn't have any desire to make the least gesture of denial or anything else. She was
rather tempted to join her hands in a gesture of supplication. And that modest effort seemed
beyond her strength. The director's talk stunned her. The words reverberated in her brain like
strokes of hammer on an anvil.

Lady Flagskin seemed to have planned to augment this uneasiness because she increased her
exuberant and pointless gestures around the poor wretch, and, against her custom, chatted
with great animation, raising her voice to a shout.

However she made it worthwhile

“I must have a weakness for you! To spoil you to such an extent. Here I am handing you your
dress. After having laced your corset! My word, I have made myself your maid. It is hard to
believe. Go tell that to the other pupils! But I forbid you to do it. Will you tell them?

The Miss’ lips moved, but without uttering any sound. She had a dry mouth with a burning
sensation that rose up from her stomach to back of her throat which was deprived of all saliva.

But the Lady insisted. She brought her mouth close to Miss’ ear and shouted in a loud voice,
“Would you like to give me the honor of a response?”

Miss Virginia shuddered as if thunder had exploded in the room. With a suffering grimace,
her lips dropped, hardly distinctly, only one word, “Yes!”

“Yes, what?”

She didn't answer. The Lady shouted, “This is finally intolerable. Here it is that you again
lack respect for me, I believed your silly pride corrected. You speak to me as to a servant.
Because I helped you dress is no reason to believe that I am subject to your caprices. This



servile work is not mine by nature. If I was willing to help you it was because it pleased me.
This motive must be sufficient and may not excuse your manners in any way. Will you
answer appropriately. Or else…?”

She feigned great anger, ground her teeth, threatened the doleful Miss with her fist.

She whispered weakly, “Yes, Milady.”

“Well, here we go. And your dress is on. Come to look at yourself in the mirror. There.”

She led her, while pushing her. Because in the state she was in, Miss Virginia was absolutely
incapable of guiding herself. She was like a marble statue, with stiff and measured mechanics.
There was nothing remaining in this miserable girl of what all human being did without
thinking, breathing, the lack of which causes death to arrive soon.

Brought before the big mirror at the end of the room that reflected her from head to foot, Miss
Virginia saw something off white and gossamer. It was her, in her muslin dress, decorated
with a large blue silk bow according to the custom of the house.

The director insisted so she admired herself with enthusiasm.

“My! This thin waist! You prevail over my ‘three wasps’ of whom I am so proud and that
cause admiration everywhere I take them. Certainly, you are better. I had said that I would
make a marvel of you. But what coldness! You remain indifferent as if it was not about
yourself, as if this picture that mirror reflects, there before you, was not your reflection, your
face, your admirable bust that springs like a flower from the inverted chalice of your hips.
Let's see some more coquetry. You had too much, now you don't show enough. It is difficult
to believe! A girl decked out like that, standing before a mirror, couldn't find a smile!”

But such enthusiasm was the last thing that the poor Miss was capable off. It was this
breathing, this laborious gasping breathing, which she was thinking about. It was this horrible
burning of her innards that she was trying to calm. It was this vain effort of her sides resisting
the partitions that compressed them that she tried to make effective. Nothing seemed as urgent
to her as escaping from this prison holding her body captive. To arrive there she had joyously
given this beauty of which one now wanted her to be proud, of which she had indeed been
proud, but that now seemed to her an odious burden, so great was the discomfort of the corset,
pressing, unrelenting, likely to bring despair.

But the Lady brought her back to sad reality by the announcement of a new torture.

“You are right to refuse to admire your clothes, because you don't have your gloves. I have
become as absent-minded as you. It is not necessary for me to think for you. You should have
thought of it. By the way, there they are. Put them on! Ah! Clumsy, I dropped them.

It was madness to believe that Miss Virginia could retrieve these gloves that had just fallen,
whether the fact came from clumsiness or from the director’s clever and vicious plan that
clearly was intended to push the poor girl’s agitation and anguish to its climax.

She remained for an instant in front of the poor Miss who attempted to bend her knees in the
vain hope that, without bending her waist which was an absolutely impossible task, she could



touch the floor with her hands and, while feeling blindly, find the inauspicious gloves and
pick them up.

Foreseeing the danger of this mad attempt and judging the test advanced far enough, Lady
Flagskin picked up the gloves and declared, “I am going to give them to you, not because you
are incapable of it as you want to appear be. I don't believe that. But, finally, it will be again
necessary to spend time on this caprice. It will be the last I hope, in any case, I warn you, I
will not tolerate any others.”

She raised the Miss’ hands, more inert than a doll. And she got angry again.

“Stiffen your fingers.”

It seemed that she had total control over the girl, because immediately her fingers became stiff
and she could put on the horribly tight gloves. Lady buttoned them dexterously and she
slipped the long sheaths of glacé black kidskin on the helpless arms so that there wasn’t a
crease.

This new hindrance merged with the others.

There was no longer a part of her body where Miss Virginia didn't endure constraint. The too
high heels, the too tight ankle boots gave her cramps in her calves and thighs. Her ribs
threatened to break under the embrace of the corset and now her hands were compressed in
these too narrow gloves. The ease of her movements, of which she was previously so proud,
an aristocratic Englishwoman in love with sport, this ease where had it gone?

Lost for a long time!

And even this thought hardly became very confused in the mess of her brain.

What especially solicited her thought was the sensation of dizziness, a horrible tenacious
migraine like a torturer whose claws ravaged her brain without respite.

Lady Flagskin, pushing the young Miss before her, took her, dressed in this way, to class.



CHAPTER SEVEN

As the director had predicted, Miss Virginia’s thin waist caused a sensation. The triumph of
the ‘three wasps’ found itself lessened because of it.

Sunday, at church, all men admired the boarding school pupils and women became pale with
jealousy. We boys had our parts in these conflicting feelings. Thanks to our very tight corsets,
we were taken for young girls. And our modest and decent air, our walk with its small steps,
our way of holding our eyes down, were all part of the deception.

But now, all eyes were on Miss Virginia, who seemed to embody in her person all the graces
that the inexorable discipline of the corset worn night and day can give, the very tall ankle
boots with the exaggerated height of the heels, the above the elbow glacé kidskin gloves.

Lady Flagskin had also ended up making her wear the ‘combination’, the chemise combined
with knickers, all in horribly tight black glacé kidskin.

But she had been exempted from the shoulder straps and had never been put in a collar.

It is true that, for her whose posture was always so right, these objects would have constituted
pure superfluities.

And Lady Flagskin was above all utilitarian. Since the position of her body was so correct,
why use artifice!



Meanwhile, an event of the greatest importance occurred. It was expected for a long time and
no one was surprised.

One day, the director, more imposing than ever, declared solemnly at dinner that the
following day there would be no class and that we all had to prepare to attend the marriage of
the honorable Mr. Gostick with the pretty Stella.

Indeed, the austere and hypocritical roquentin (Translator’s note: Familiar term – A ridiculous
old man who wants to act young) always had conspicuously, in spite of his trying to hiding it,
considered this beautiful stroke. For it's true that passion always betrays itself to the curious
eyes of the indifferent, because all and all we had foreseen either a marriage or an abduction.
What surprised us was that this had not been done sooner.

This man, nearly an old man, was marrying this young girl of just sixteen.

And it appeared to us that it was less for her beauty and charm than for her grace with the
whip.

We had to believe that the virtuous American adored that. He was mad about seeing children
whipped and he was always there promptly to see Stella managing the birch on a recalcitrant
behind. As soon as she started to tie up the victim, he slipped through, very close, to the first
row. Then, his eyes that usually seemed like dead globes, glass balls without the least
expression, his colorless eyes enlivened with a lugubrious fire. He literally drank the
suffering. He became intoxicated. Sometimes, during the thrashing he uttered small cries of
joy. In short, he gave all the signs of perfect contentment. His appearance was hideous and it
left us afraid and disgusted, although we would have been very embarrassed to define it.

Moreover, with the natural propensity of childhood, we ended up returning everything to
gaiety. And, with a lot of irreverence, we ridiculed Mr. Gostick, for his senile passions, for his
figure, for his manners, for his face, for his words, for his behavior, for his clothes; in short,
for everything about him.

His animation always grew with the tears, the intensity of suffering that the victim revealed
by more strident screams.

When the torment ended, Mr. Gostick, red as a tomato, congratulated Stella in laughably
pompous terms in which it was always a matter of decency and virtue. And while speaking,
he trembled. His hands could not remain still. It was necessary for him to caress the pretty
Stella’s chin, or feel her cool white arms.

Therefore, it was not astonishing when he married her.

It was with pomp and circumstance.

Later we learned from the maids the true reason for this marriage and the edifying details of
what happened in the household of this so virtuous man.

He was very rich. This was the motive that decided the beautiful Stella to accept him for her
spouse and to submit to his caprices, while adding that she also found true pleasure in
whipping.



But the interesting question was how this child could manage her coquetry so adroitly, to the
point of making this mature man fall into her trap. That would be a difficult problem, if one
didn't make allowances for the astute Lady Flagskin’s intervention as the main factor.

The director had intervened to join in an undissolveable union these two beings so well made
for each other and she had succeeded easily, the girl having understood from the beginning
what it was necessary for her to do and what it was necessary to refrain from doing. She had
not departed for an instant, had not deviated from the rules of conduct that she had laid out for
herself, in agreement with the principles clearly formulated by the director.

She had known, keeping her air of innocence and ingenuousness, how to stir the passion not
only of the American’s heart by the cruelty and the science that she put into the thrashing, but
again by taking advantage of his excitement where she saw it, after she had finished working
a behind with the birch, by touching him lightly and adroitly, as if by mistake.

Up until then, nights in the dormitory had revealed a lot of things and that, herewith arrived in
the presence of the mistresses and even the director, to provide us with small services that
greatly comforted us from the pain of the whip and relieved the arousal that the itch of our
poor bruised buttocks awakened in us, we perfectly understood the mischievous Stella’s goal,
to which her air of innocence gave so much spice. And we followed the results of this game,
painlessly. The attitude of the American was by itself demonstrative enough.

However, this puritan was widowed.

From his first marriage he had seven children of whom the eldest was twelve years old and
youngest five. He had three boys and four girls. He had left them in America in a woman's
care, a holy woman, he said, in whom he could have total confidence.

Ah! He had placed his confidence well!

She was a holy woman, indeed, quite in line with the temperament of the respectable Yankee.
By her vicious practices, the holy woman had given bad habits to the three boys. Then under
the pretext of correcting them, she had forced them to show their father what they did when
they were alone, an experience that, of course, had ended with a terrible and collective
thrashing.

But since then she had aged. And Mr. Gostick, since meeting Stella in Poeuvre, was in love
with the girl and counted on her to correct his sons and to raise his daughters well.

Some thought his expectations were not deceived at all.

As I said more elegantly on various occasions, in this house of mystery that was Lady
Flagskin’s boarding school, everything was known. The conversations went flying around.
One didn't speak loudly, but one spoke a lot. And each had fine hearing, alert attention. Our
education awakened in us boys a woman’s appetite for gossips and their gossip.

If we lacked information about outside events, the maids were in charge of informing us with
abundance and precision. And according to the nature of the simplistic minds of the lower
classes of society, they didn't lie much, didn't add any of their own thoughts, perhaps feeling,
with good reason, if such an idea could come them, that the truth is beautiful enough by itself,
without needing to be colored.



They felt important reporting what they knew, in the way of conversation.

Also, in the way of conversation they were in no more of a rush to repeat the important than
the insignificant things that they had learned. Their stories made the rounds of the class, and
in contrast to what usually happens in public, the versions didn't vary, didn't grow while
circulating.

So we knew everything that concerned the small world we lived in.

And we also learned what occurred in the Gostick household.

The day after his righteous marriage, the American didn't have anything more urgent to do
than whip his children. It was dinnertime. He found them all at fault and rebuked each of them
although the poor kids had not done anything wrong. Since their mother had died, weaned of
all tenderness, they were accustomed to supervise themselves and to tremble. They had been
very unhappy with the woman with whom their father had left them and they had hoped to
find with their new mother an alleviation of their pain. Children, swift to let themselves be
seduced by appearances, believe in the goodness of those who they see as young and
beautiful. It is, for them, a source of disappointment which age doesn't always heal.

The poor children, forks hanging between their plates and their mouths, listened to the slow
and steady voice of the stern Mr. Gostick who told them some unpleasant things not without
forgetting his favorite words, ‘decency’ and ‘virtue’.

The mischievous Stella had understood immediately the purpose of the observations made by
her spouse to these children of his first wife.

As soon as she opened her mouth, the children, charmed by her pure and crystalline voice, felt
reassured and confident, and began to eat again.

Alas! They were far from understanding her.

What the pretty Stella proposed to her virtuous husband, was simply to promptly whip all
these brats on their naked behinds. "Because,” she said, “they really need to learn table
manner. I see that they have been raised deplorably and if I don’t whip them, I believe that
they will annoy us again in the future. We won't be able to eat with them at the table. It would
make us angry. I am of the opinion that it would be best to start teaching them good principles
immediately so that, as the children of such a respectable father, they become, as they grow,
respectable in turn. If you are willing, I will do it now."

The sinister roquentin, full of joy to see his deepest desire and from the thought that he was
going to see the realization of the dream he had cherished for so long, kissed the pretty
Stella’s hands and said to her that she was absolutely the mistress and could do whatever she
thought right.

At that, with the obvious goal of increasing her loving husband’s excitement and pleasing him
more, the sly Stella fell into his arms as if elated by gratitude and gave him, as a reward, a
long and penetrating kiss.

Then she went to choose from the birches, of which there was a whole collection in the room,
those that would be best. She took some, so to speak, by size, the biggest and heaviest for the



biggest, the thinnest and lightest for the smallest, because she possessed an admirable
understanding of their gradations.

They were therefore all, in spite of their tears and their screams, whipped by order of size!
And after every thrashing, the whipped had to beg forgiveness from their father, and promise
to be well-behaved in the future. Then they went to kneel, face to the wall, holding their hands
together, the small girls, their skirts and chemise raised, the small boys with their trousers
lowered and their shirt raised. They remained in this position during the remainder of the
meal. Their nervous sobs, their suppressed whining pleasantly substituted, for the virtuous
Mr. Gostick, the most harmonious of concerts. From time to time he glanced at this exhibition
of bruised behinds, turned blue from the strokes, at this flesh descended from his flesh and
whipped so mercilessly. His face lightened with a satisfied smile, and he kissed the beautiful
hands that Stella gave him gently.

And this scene had since then repeated often, alternating with others, because the imagination
of the gracious young woman was as quick as her intelligence.

Besides, Mr. Gostick only had to hint at it, and she immediately understood what his desire of
the moment was, which she hastened to perform to the great detriment of the household’s
behinds.

It is true to say that not only had Mr. Gostick made a will in her favor, in which he gave her
everything that the law allowed him to remove from his children, but he had also, in other
careful ways, nearly despoiled his legitimate heirs of the totality of that which would come to
them, because he was very expert concerning the law and iron-clad on chicanery.

Stella, in return, gave him all the happiness for which one could hope on this earth, with a
woman to whom one is legally joined while waiting for a better world, a paradise where
probably, for the joy of virtuous Americans, the angels whip the children.

But this has confused my topic, I have anticipated again!

It is difficult to merely narrate and to organize my narration as well as my ideas!

I have therefore, after this digression, come back in time to describe what happened at Mr.
Gostick's wedding, where we all were guests. We attended under our director's supervision.

On the big morning, two wagons, decorators with four horses whose pace was accelerated by
the cheerful tooting of a horn, carried us, pupils, maids, mistresses and director.

Soon we passed among the farming folk swarming to the sound of the fanfares. The gossips
flattered us with their reflections, the men and the small boys with trivial exclamations, the
girls with their envious looks. We didn’t need to strut by any means, in spite of the absence of
the collar, we were held sufficiently right, cinched in our corsets which, do I need to say it,
had been laced with particular care under the inquisitive eye of the inexorable director,.

So the three miles that separated us from the small city of Faversham, where Mr. Gostick's
cottage stood, were covered in an hour and a quarter.

I won't say anything about the ceremony, except that, as usual, our thin waists caused a
sensation. The ladies felt the ‘three wasps’ and asked them many questions of which they



answered what they chose, or rather what the director wanted them to answer, but in a most
amiable manner.

Lady Flagskin’s prediction was realized.

If the three wasps had success, it hardly counted compared with the triumph of Miss Virginia
Malville.

To tell the truth, she paid dearly for her merit. These praises, this admiration that she received,
this astonishment that she caused with her waist of which no one had ever seen the like, and
she received them at the cost of nights of insomnia.

The director had worked away at this unique model for corset discipline.

The poor Miss now knew what a corset was. That morning, two robust maids, the same ones
who had dragged her back to the hands of the teaching aides at the time of her first thrashing,
arrived at dawn, accompanied by the director.

The poor Miss was dozing, shattered by a sleepless night, a disappointing and interminable
night of pain.

It was necessary to rise. One removed her night corset to put on her day corset. In the evening,
at bedtime, the reverse operation was accomplished with the same formalities, and the same
people.

The director measured, calculated, judged the effects of the practice and presided over the
tightening.

The night and day corsets hardly differed, except that the first was of strong canvas, instead of
silk brocade, it included a less rigid busk, of more flexible and less numerous whalebones.
But essentially for the victim, and all that counted in her mind, was the tightening, which was
precisely the same.

We all had to submit to the same regime. But for Miss Virginia and the ‘three wasps’, it was
especially hard. And I believe that the poor Miss was laced even tighter. For her there were no
indulgences. The director appeared absolutely merciless with regard to her corset, her gloves
and her ankle boots. To tell the truth, one had to agree that the girl was very alluring dressed
like this.

Her high waistline was considerably extended by her high heels. Her marvelous legs, and her
aristocratic feet presented themselves surprisingly in these arched shoes that rose to the
bottom of her calves. Her large and sloping shoulders, her flawless bosom were molded in this
corset that pinched her so tightly in a waist that one could hold between their ten fingers and
her statuesque arm revealed a little satin skin, of surprising whiteness, above the long black
glacé kidskin glove rising above her elbow, and shaping, at the other end, a long and thin
hand, the true hand of a clever noble lady with her tapering fingers to make tapestry or, on her
gloved fist, to let the hunting falcon rest.

Lord Malville, seeing her again, would certainly have felt surprise mingled with joy and pride.



But if, not long ago, the haughty damsel appeared full of the awareness of her charms, this
was no longer the case. All she thought about was her hindered breathing. As soon as she had
gotten used to a corset, the director came to order it tightened.

Where would it stop?

For us, we wondered with more curiosity than anguish. Each had enough of their own to think
about. The anguish, we left it directly to Miss Virginia, the concerned person for the matter in
question.

The unfortunate Miss was full of anguish. But she was forced to hide it under a constant
smile. The director wanted it. And the tone with which she ordered it didn't permit any
disagreement. It was necessary to obey.

Miss Malville obeyed. She was horribly pale, with short gasps and a burning flush that
revealed her torment. She sometimes coughed and, secretly, expectorated in her handkerchief,
she spit thick saliva streaked with a thin net of blood. Then she smiled. The smile didn't leave
her lips ever. Like those out of breath dancers who have just danced at a difficult pace, who
also do an encore, an entire gymnastic assault while laced in their corsets and soaked with
sweat that leaves them shivering under the cold air that blows backstage, must, in order to
make their tips, array themselves at the front of the stage, and never stop smiling at the
audience.

Such was the poor Miss Virginia.

And in fact, it was a role that she played. She had to play it at her expense, to the glory and to
the satisfaction of Lady Flagskin who had taken absolute authority over this haughty
aristocrat.

After the wedding dinner that was served with a sumptuousness in agreement with the
honorable Mr. Gostick’s fortune, we were led to a big room that served as the common-room,
and later as the dormitory. We washed there and changed clothes under Lady Flagskin’s stern
and prying eyes. She didn't miss this opportunity to make a small speech, half harangue, half
sermon, as she had the habit of bringing out whenever the occasion more or less justified the
investment.

She told us that tonight we would find, along with Mr. Gostick, all the elite of the county, the
members of high society who were here to congratulate him and to admire the pupils of the
Flagskin boarding school whom they knew would be at the celebration.

Here the director digressed to advise us to admire providence’s mysterious ways that had, so
to speak, taken Mr. Gostick by the hand and had led him to her well kept establishment, with
the only goal of causing him to admire Miss Stella’s serious and strong qualities and to decide
him to make her his lawful wife, before God and before man.

This digression over, Lady Flagskin believed that she must, at that very moment, start another
in order to confess to us, while lowering her voice, putting a finger on her lips and looking
around with a circumspect air, that Stella was a poor orphan; that she, Lady Flagskin, having
first discovered the great qualities that germinated in her, although she was only ten years old,
had immediately befriended her.



Lady Flagskin used this example and her evangelical charity to make us grasp all the beauties
of discipline by corset, gloves, very tall boots with exceedingly high heels, in short, all the
virtues of kidskin. But she omitted to speak of those of the whip, the true reason for the
change in Stella’s fortunes.

She advised us again very strongly to show decency and urbanity towards the high society
company in which we were going to have the honor of finding ourselves. She added (and
chose to affect an enigmatic smile for this part of her speech), that if Stella’s corset had made
such a marvelous conquest, one could hope that all the girls in the boarding school, severely
corseted as they were, might well perform a similar feat themselves. As for the boys, they had
to become worthy, by their modest manners, of the boarding school where they had been
admitted and to behave in accordance with the feminine clothes which had been put on them
in their own best interest and for their great pleasure.

After this curious ‘speech’, that had easily lasted an hour, we were given permission to walk
in the garden, a very beautiful park, full of blackbirds’ nests that I would have taken down
with pleasure if I had been wearing old raggedy boys’ clothes.

Dressed as we were, boys as well as girls, we hardly thought of playing children’s games. Or
if we thought of them it was with fruitless regret. How could we run and jump in these narrow
shoes, with these inconvenient high heels? How could we jump rope in this terrifying corset?
Every time we hit the ground after jumping our guts would have threatened to turn to
marmalade. How could we play leapfrog in our skimpy knickers? Even the hoop, the humble
and modest hoop, was forbidden to us, because we could have split our gloves. And we were
strictly forbidden to remove them.

Therefore, we went for a walk in small groups in the shady paths, while occupying ourselves
with our favorite recreation, gossip, rumors, and small talk.

And, either the embarrassing effects of this costume for which she had praised the excellent
influence whereas it proved to be so pernicious, either the example that the director constantly
gave us in our most malicious gossip, the bitter critique of what we had seen happen today, all
had a very British air. We were suave, honeyed, hypocritical. And in that respect the boys
were no different from the girls. They performed just as well, scratching their neighbor with
sharp claws under a velvet paw, caustic under a smile.

Ah! The influence of the corset remained on watch. It turned bold young men into awful
caricatures of women.

Besides, for all of us, our main preoccupation came from this loathsome corset. We were
proud of our fine waists. We couldn’t find terms scornful enough to disparage the women we
had seen. They were badly dressed, heavy and thick! The prettiest girls appeared common to
us, without grace and without form. We didn't even consider, each exalting his own merit, that
they would be precisely like us if they had only passed thru Lady Flagskin’s prudent hands,
the ‘champion’ of corset discipline.

Thus, thru this slippery slope, we began cherishing our servitude.

For the girls, it was all very well! But the boys? It was the final decay, the one from which
one doesn't recover, that weighs on you during all your life, chokes the combativeness



forever, leaves you weak and disarmed in front of strong and resolute men in the battle for
life, the implacable struggle, where victory goes to the bold.

However a resounding gong gave the signal to go into the cottage’s salon where the guests
didn't delay in presenting themselves.

They were indeed from high society, as the director had told us. There were old respectable
gentlemen like Mr. Gostick. But, strangely, there was not one younger man. However, the
ladies were all young. They were all corseted and gloved like us. Then, as I approached
closely to one of them, I recognized that she was of my sex.

What, a boy?

What did it mean?

Very intrigued, I wanted to know more and risked a banal sentence, merely to start a
conversation, to bring up the subject I wanted to discuss. But I was being watched. I had
hardly opened my mouth when the director's sour voice made me jump.

“Alice, come here!

I obeyed while trembling.

“Sit there and don't move. It is not up to you to start conversations.”

That pretext or another, it mattered little. I never understood any of the pretexts that Lady
Flagskin invoked as justification for my punishments.

Therefore, I was soberly sitting on the edge of the chair, because with our cursed corsets we
could not think about leaning back. We would have remained stuck to the chair. I affected a
modest posture and I reassured myself, telling myself that after all we were visiting and that
this would be all. My only fear was that, after returning to the boarding school, the director
might still be aggravated, because she was not a person to forget anything.

My delusion was soon dispelled.

There were some refreshments. The uncorked champagne foamed and bubbled in the glasses.
Of course one drank to the bride. And Lady Flagskin, always ready to go when she thought it
important, gave the first toast. She dwelled with brilliant rhetoric on conjugal happiness, Mr.
Gostick’s perfect taste, the soundness of his choice, Stella’s brilliant and strong qualities.
Then she declared, “I have, dear child, saved a pleasant surprise for you. I disciplined some of
my pupils. They must undergo additional punishment. I intend for you to apply it. Will you
refuse me the favor, before our separation, to see you whip a few impertinent behinds once
again, that you know so well how to whip?”

Eyes brilliant with pleasure and also, I suppose, from the effect of champagne and the other
excitements of the day, the pretty Stella, rising, answered, “Certainly, not! I will do it
willingly and with pleasure. Because several days have passed since I have whipped anyone.
My arm is very well rested. Beware the behinds that will now present themselves under my
birches! I promise them an ample ration. They will be able to brag about having been well
whipped for my farewell. Tell me when to start. It will be done instantly.”



Hearing this caused me very understandable amazement and fear that it is easy to imagine, I
made myself as small as possible on my chair with this cursed corset that didn't give a fraction
of an inch. However, I breathed a little when I heard the director reply, “Therefore, you will
begin will with Dora. I corrected her yesterday and I saved her for you.”

There was an ear-splitting scream and Dora attempted to flee toward the garden. But the
maids, close to the door, caught her and brought her back.

Dora was a delightfully plump, rosy cheeked, golden blond as appetizing as cream (alas! she
was going to turn into whipped cream) and full of dimples. The corset literally cut her in two,
with her improbably thin waist on her copious hips, her bottom bulging under her opulent
bust.

In no time at all Stella had prepared Dora in spite of her tears, her screams, her attempts to
rebel. She pinned her skirts to her shoulders, revealing a big behind all black and gleaming.
Because the poor Dora, like all of us attending this feast, had to don the atrocious skin tight
black glacé kidskin underwear.

The beating of the birches on this big buttock was like the rolling of a drum. While hearing
the poor wretch scream and moan, while listening to her supplications, I only understood too
well what awaited me, and I trembled.

“And now?” asked the mischievous Stella while releasing Dora who had received more than
her due.

“It will now be Alice's turn, if you are willing?” said the director.

“What! If I am willing! I would be delighted to do it. I liked whipping the always impertinent
behind of this vicious little boy. It wriggles so bizarrely!”

While seeing this Alice, that is me, dressed as a girl and being pushed by the maids toward
Stella who spoke of whipping a boy, a few old gentlemen whispered with a throbbing interest.

“Listen! See!”

They could see indeed. They could see the ten year old boy that I was advance awkwardly,
simultaneously embarrassed by their looks, his corset, his high heels, all his feminine
paraphernalia and especially by fear. They could see me thrown to my knees and, hands
joined, to implore Stella to intercede for me, then, seeing that didn't help, to implore her not to
hit me too hard, which made her laugh until she cried. They could see when she turned up my
dress that I too, all boy though I was, was dressed in the ridiculous glacé kidskin underwear,
so tight that my bottom appeared in all its lines, as if naked instead of being covered by this
shiny skin that seemed blacker than black.

They could see the ridiculous wiggling which Stella had said that she adored, because I had
my reasons to agitate my poor buttocks under the lash. Ah! The minx, she had never whipped
with this mastery. To take her leave, she inscribed with the birch, on my behind that she was
never to see again, a tidy business card.

They could hear me shout, implore, and cry under this shower, without shame, with the
simple fear of receiving more.



They could see and could hear all of it. And it appeared that it entertained them stupendously,
because I heard their laughter and their satisfied clucking. They found it extremely funny, and
perhaps also exciting. Ah! The monsters!

When I could return to my chair, quite forgetting my dress, I settled there astride it with my
head between my hands on the backrest of the chair, I started crying all the tears from my
body.

It was a new opportunity to laugh at my expense. The assembly didn't miss it. And I had a
start; I quickly took a woman’s pose when I heard Lady Flagskin exclaim in her voice, sourer
than a lemon, “Alice!”

Besides, the busk of my corset entered my stomach. I had broken it while leaning on the
backrest. It still hurt me. I didn't dare move.

The conversation spread, became happy, raised slightly to a tumult, when the ingredients
necessary for the preparation of a punch arrived.

Mr. Gostick, with his customary gravity, was in charge of the mixture. Then Stella declared
that it was necessary to darken the room before lighting it, that it would be a lot more fun.
Indeed, the night had come. As the desires of the small affected woman were orders for her
old spouse, it was done in accordance with her desire. Gas extinguished, darkness reigned.
The vacillating green white flames of the rum gave a decidedly macabre light.

Then, in this darkness, extraordinary things happened. The maids and the mistresses
circulated among us and we defended ourselves vainly while uttering awful screams. But in
their experienced hands we were undressed, reduced both girls and boys to our hideous skin
tight ‘combination’ of black glacé kidskin, to our gartered stockings, to our kidskin cloves, to
our high-heeled ankle boots. And we were pushed toward the table where the punch flamed.
Each took their glass and toasted the bride's health in the gleam of these infernal flames.

One drank, and then one sang. I don't know to what to attribute the strange excitement, the
form of madness that possessed me and that transformed all the girls to Furies, and all the
boys to furious fauns.

Was the punch drugged?

The righteous American, the austere Mr. Gostick, president of numerous leagues for the
public morals, had mingled Spanish fly or a tincture of ether phosphorus with his ingredients,
but the fact is that we all thrashed about madly in a bizarre mental state that pushed us
irresistibly toward the obscene.

What happened then, I won't say. No pen would be lively enough to grasp the surge of the
raving rut that threw us into the arms of old gentlemen, into the hands, gloved in glacé
kidskin, of the beautiful ladies.



CHAPTER EIGHT

Eight months!

Already eight months had passed since my father's death for which I could not wear
mourning, compelled as I was to wear these ignoble woman’s baubles in which Lady Flagskin
dressed me.

I have been in this awful boarding school for more than seven months.

Sometimes, at night in the dormitory, the laughter that gushes through the baffle from the
girls’ side wakes me up. It seems to me that I have had a nightmare and that I have just
dreamed all these stories of corsets, whips and glacé kidskin. I straighten up and the busk of
my night corset enters my stomach.

A neighbor in a nearby bed asks me in a low voice if I want to ‘play’. Although I answer him
in the negative, he raises my covers and slips in by me. It is necessary to silently undergo this
repugnant contact, because if I caused a disturbance, he might be whipped, but I would
certainly be.

That is Lady Flagskin’s distributive justice. And she would not omit, in her preliminary
reprimand, a beautiful passage on the morals and the complaisance that one must share
between friends.

Ah! This complaisance between friends!

I shiver, not wanting to think about it, in spite of the passage of time and the changes in my
habits.

One day a maid brings a note to Mrs. Stuart in class. She accepts it with a dry gesture, her
glasses on her skinny nose. She reads. Her face expresses astonishment. She rereads the note,
calls Mrs. Eagle, and gives it to her to read as well. And the same surprise explodes in the
round eyes of her plump face. They talk together. It is brief; and Mrs. Stuart calls me,
“Jimmy, come here!”

A thunderbolt could have struck at my feet and I would not have felt a stronger emotion. It
has been more than seven months since I have been called more by my boy's name.

It is no longer ‘Alice’?

Why?

My agitation is so intense that I don't move from my place and I burst into tears. The whole
class observes me with ardent curiosity. I hear giggles. I am equal to that!



But my attitude, instead of angering the teaching aide, seems to upset them. They confer.
Then, Mrs. Eagle comes to me. Now she is very excited, the big and dumpy gossip. She
jostles me, making me walk briskly.

She leads me thru the passageways to the dormitory. And there, she slowly undresses me. I
allow her.

I don't know if I am awake or dreaming, because a maid has just entered who opens a package
from which she takes a small boy’s costume. There are good large shoes, low-heeled shoes
made to run quickly, to go where one wants, good shoes with thick soles. Then, there are
pants; a shirt like sailors wear and a small sailor’s hat.

Dear Lord! But they are my clothes! The ones I wore here months ago.

Is she going to hand them to me? Yes, indeed!

What delight! The shoes are a little short. These cursed tight high-heeled ankle boots have
lengthened my foot. Who cares! The pants don’t go all the way to my knees. Again who
cares? And also who cares if the jacket sleeves leave my wrists naked?

Ah! What happiness!

And Mrs. Eagle, more and more alarmed, doesn't stop speaking to me while lavishing my
name, “My dear Jimmy" here; "my brave Jimmy" there.

She is a good woman, after all. If I dared I would kiss her. It seems that she guesses my
thought. Because she plants on my right cheek, then on my left cheek, big resonant kisses that
smack loudly like the kisses Suzy used to give to me, Suzy, our maid when my father was
alive.

Now I am all dressed. It is my hat that bothers me the most. One would say that it has shrunk
or that someone had stuffed paper in the lining. I’m a fool! It is my head that has gotten
bigger. Of course! And I laugh gladly, while pulling with both hands on this stubborn cap that
reveals the back of my head when it covers my forehead. Mrs. Eagle also laughs. She tells me,
“Little Jimmy, you are going to be a lot happier in a little while, because we are preparing you
for a pleasant surprise.”

This news has the sudden effect of completely eliminating my joy. I had learned that Lady
Flagskin pleasant surprises always end painfully.

Mrs. Eagle was absolutely disconcerted by my sudden sadness.

“But no! But no! You can’t go back to the salon with this sad air. Ah! But no! That would not
do. You must have a cheerful air.”

A cheerful air doesn't come on order. I slowed my steps, dreading the announced surprise
more and more. I even ended up stopping. But we were already in front of the door to the
salon.

Disregarding the normal rituals of the house, the observance of which Lady Flagskin never
took lightly, Mrs. Eagle had opened the door suddenly and pushed me forward.



I breathed a big sigh, and half fainting I fell in the arms of my dear mom whose adorable face
I covered with kisses and tears. She returned my kisses with interest and she also cried. She
clasped me in her arms, against her chest, with a feverish intensity. And suddenly she moved
me away from her with her two extended hands, and looked at me with a sort of confusion.

“God! You are pale!”

Lady Flagskin intervened in an unctuous voice, “It is quite natural, dear lady, the emotion, the
pleasure of seeing his beloved mom again. Is it not so, Jimmy, that you love your mother very
much?”

“Oh! Yes!”

And with my hand I pulled my mom's dress, so as to draw her to the side; and with a kiss, my
mouth against her ear, I whispered, “You will take me, won’t you? You won’t leave me
here?”

She answered me out loud, “Certainly not; I won't leave you. I came to find you and to bring
you back home.”

Then, moving me back again and talking to herself, “He had such good full cheeks and now
they are hollow. And these eyes that burn with fever? Did you suffer my poor boy?”

Lady Flagskin hurried to forestall me, because I had exploded into sobs.



“How can you believe, dear lady, that he underwent any deprivations? The kitchen is clean,
the food healthy and abundant. I don't allow my pupils to want for anything. Our dear Jimmy
wouldn’t want to lie. Isn’t it true that you always ate your fill?”

“Oh! Yes!”

And slyly I pulled her skirt and I looked at my dear mom with pleading eyes.

She understood me. She always understood, the good and dear creature, what I told her with
my eyes in silent language.

She rose, and while she formally took leave of the Lady, I also made my remarks; but I made
them silently. I was astonished and sad to find my poor mom looking so old. The corners of
her lips had shrunk and her lids were puffed up with wrinkles, as are the lids of people who
cry a lot. She had also lost the fullness of her cheeks. She appeared to have gotten a lot
thinner. I thought that she would never finish her farewells to this awful director who I would
have gladly beaten at this moment. I pulled insistently on her skirt, with determination.

My dear mom turned around smiling, “Yes! We are leaving! Say goodbye, Jimmy. One must
always act politely.”

“So one must,” said the horrible shrew. “That is precisely the rule in my establishment. Won’t
you kiss me, Jimmy?”

Oh! I would have been happier to choke her. I kissed her, nevertheless, and we left the room.
It was necessary to continue to undergo her manners and her affectations until we reached the
front stairs. A carriage waited for us. It was a hansom cab. I saw the good big coachman
again, my redheaded favorite, who, when I appeared, politely removed his short pipe from his
mouth and raised his top hat.

Soon as we were inside, the door panels closed! I snuggled up against my dear mom and I was
quite happy to know that, behind me, perched up on his seat, this gracious coachman, a big
strong man who would have made just a mouthful of Lady Flagskin and all the trauma of her
whips and corsets.

What joy to breathe the pure air of the London countryside without fearing that the busk of
my corset would enter my stomach when I expanded my lungs!

And what a pleasure to review the familiar sites, the places where I played and wandered
freely!

Then, I don't know why, I had a terrifying fit of sobbing and I told mom everything. The
corset, the woman's clothes, the high heels, the high and tight gloves, the whole deviltry of the
black glacé kidskin, and that they had called me ‘Alice’.

And my mother also cried.

Then she laughed out loud, while clapping her hands to announce that Mr. Baker had died
eight days earlier, that she had inherited all his fortune and that we were very rich. Then I
noticed that she was in mourning, clothed all in black.



Her face became pensive. Her beautiful eyes reflected great sadness, but she didn't cry.

I believed that her pain came from missing Mr. Baker and I was some distressed, because I
hated the dead man, he who had been the reason for all my pain. I would have liked to shout
with joy, to say something cheerful, to even sing. Nevertheless I respected my mother's
reverie. Silently, I hunched up in my corner. But I held in my hand, very tightly, the hand of
my dear mom.

How can it be a surprise that children are easily mistaken about the reasons for the feelings
which they observe, when grown-ups are so often prone to error?

Later I learned the reason for this painful reverie that I took for regret.

Ah! No, she didn't regret Mr. Baker’s passing, my poor dear mom. Because, because of this
monster, she had suffered in the beautiful house on Portland Place, more that I had suffered in
Lady Flagskin’s loathsome boarding school.

She also, my poor mom, had undergone under Mr. Baker’s control, the inexorable discipline
of the corset laced to breathlessness; the high-heeled tall ankle boots with their exaggerated
curve, the long too tight gloves, the rigid shoulder straps, and the collar that had almost
dislocated the vertebras of her neck.

She had been whipped, my poor beloved mother, whipped without mercy and on trivial
pretexts, first by Mr. Baker himself, then by the loathsome Betsy on Mr. Baker’s orders and in
his presence. In the splendid house on Portland Place there was even a room for it. A sort of
place called ‘the room of punishments’, which, upon Mr. Baker’s death, my mom had
immediately locked.

I saw this room, some years later.

Nothing had been disturbed, because it had not been opened since then.

There was a wooden horse, like one sees in some gymnastics studios where it is used for
aerobatics. It was different from them in as much as it was covered with blood red glacé
kidskin on its top and it had two steel rings placed of each side of the legs. It was there that
Baker and Betsy hoisted my poor mom. They immobilized her hands in the steel rings and
after folding back her skirts over her head, they whipped her with birches or with an immense
horsewhip like those used in the circus to present the classic riderless stallions.

There were also some racks on which, depending on the fantasy which came to them, they
spread my poor mom, her arms and legs stretched out from her body.

The pulleys, the ropes with rings, the trapezes, a whole bizarre and complicated device, hung
from the ceiling, serving the cruel entertainments of this monster who had dazzled my mom
with his fortune and his high social standing, and had married her only to serve him as a
scapegoat in the satisfaction of his cruel passions.

Sometimes in this punishment room, that, strictly speaking, was only a long hall, a very
narrow corridor, he forced her to get naked, then he made her run, pursuing her with the long
whip. It struck her from bottom to top and from top to bottom, thus reaching her buttocks and
stomach. The walls were much too close together for horizontal strokes.



My poor mom, distraught with terror and pain, fled screaming. The long and flexible whip
reached her. She sometimes fell. Then the whip crackled like musket fire. A shower of strokes
fell on her shoulders, her back and her behind, without forgetting the calves where it gave the
sensation of a thousand needles penetrating at once. In spite of her whining and her
supplications, the unhappy woman had to stand up, to run at fresh cost to herself.

Then Mr. Baker made her execute the entire performance that one requires of well trained
horses in the circus.

My poor mom had also been constrained by the fetishism of black glacé kidskin.

Her gloves were horribly tight, to the point that it was not possible for her to close her hands.
She also wore a horribly tight combination chemise and knickers, but the greatest pain that
was inflicted on her was moral torture.

Because sometimes Baker sat Betsy at the dinner table and my mother had to serve them
under the rolling fire of their sarcasm. Because this coarse maid and this vicious husband
were not gentle with their rebuffs, blaming her for being clumsy, exploding into all manner of
insulting laughter.

Sometimes they obliged her to stand before them, while they overtly fondled each other in
ridiculous and obscene positions. Under the threat of the whip, she had to attend these frolics.

She didn't enjoy any liberty and could not leave without being accompanied either by Baker
or Betsy and she was not allowed to communicate with anyone. Her correspondence passed



under the eyes of her husband before it was sent. So that she had given up writing me.
Moreover Lady Flagskin dictated the letters that I sent. Which my dear mother had clearly
understood with the delicate instinct that motherhood provides women’s hearts and gives
them a clairvoyance that reason alone could not provide.

In her trials, my poor dear mom didn't lose courage. She raised her soul toward God on high
and in ardent prayer drew strength to resist the torments.

No these tortures were not as laborious to her as having to ignore what had happened to me.
The letters that they received from me proved to her that at least I was alive, because she
recognized my handwriting. But she sensed that I had to suffer like her, in spite of the
descriptions of contentment dictated by the astute director.

But my dear mother always hoped for the powerful intervention of Providence in its
mysterious ways.

And now we were united again never more to separate. And my dear mom was rich and the
mistress of her own destiny.

Mr. Baker had died suddenly. He made an immoderate consumption of spirits. One evening
he had drunk whisky without restraint and had sent my mom to the punishment room. The
unfortunate victim knowing by experience that it was madness to resist, since every protest
had been rewarded by additional suffering, went there. Besides, Betsy accompanied her,
watched over her, and in the staircase she had slapped and abused her, with the pretended goal
of speeding up her excessively lazy walk.

The awful shrew undressed my poor mother, attached he to the hobby-horse with the stock
covered in red glacé kidskin, when, his step weighed by drunkenness, Baker entered the room.

He had taken the whip, the long circus whip. He had made it slap, following his habit, with
the goal of awakening a fresh terror to make her feel the suffering more when he conducted
the torment. Sudden he staggered. The whip fell from his hands.

Betsy, ran to his aid, took him in her arms as the stroke produced by the alcohol and his
sadistic excitement struck him down.

The maid, seeing her master like this, completely lost her head. Without thinking about
releasing my mother first, who, her skirts raised over her head, her naked bottom exposed, her
hands held by the rings, presented herself thus in a meaningful pose; Betsy ran to look for the
nearest physician.

It was not Baker's regular doctor. He had offered his services several times, and was always
dismissed. His first regard was for my mother. He released her. Then he took care of Baker.
He was already dead.



What else to say?

My mother doesn't consider getting remarried. We live together and I am her only
consolation. Probably one day I will meet the girl who I will make the ornament of my home.

She will respect and honor my dear mom, who will give her good advice and will love her as
she loves me. I will have some children, if it pleases God.

But, girls or boys, they won't know the hindrance of the corset.

They will wear comfortable and convenient low-heeled shoes, according to the English
fashion.

And glacé kidskin in any form or color will be banished rigorously from my house.

I don't want any little boy to be dressed as a girl, or to be called by a girl's name.

If my dear mother had not freed me in time, I would have lost all my virility.




